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Train Travel with Paul Little... ¨London to Spain in a day
is possible. It has cost me a little over £100 and been fun
to do. p.10

Spanish Property with Mark Paddon Surveyor...‘man
on the ground’ assessment for the end of 2010, based on
real sales and real buyer /vendor trends. p.16

Insurance
broker
pockets
premiums

New bridge saves drivers a 20-kilometre hike

The bridge between Deltebre and Sant
Jaume d’Enveja finally opens.

AN insurance broker from Benicarló (Castellón) has been arrested after reportedly
defrauding 18 people out of a total of
7,000 euros.
The accused, 52, is said to have taken
premiums from customers but without
incepting their policies.
Guardia Civil officers were alerted by a
woman from Peñíscola who paid 234
euros to her broker, only to discover when
she had a traffic accident that her motor
insurance policy had never been renewed.
It then transpired that others were in the
same boat – up to 18 have been uncovered, but police say there could be as
many as 60.
Officers have told all those who could be
affected by the scam to contact the insurance company, Seguros Helvetia, or the
Guardia Civil station in Peñíscola.
DRIVERS will no longer have to
go 20 kilometres out of their way
on the N-340 – the bridge between Deltebre and Sant Jaume
d’Enveja is finally open.
Known as Lo Passador, the bridge
across the Ebro river means the

two towns are now directly connected, so motorists no longer
have to go all the way round the
river and through Amposta to get
from one to the other.
The president of Catalunya’s
regional government, José Mon-

tilla, said when he cut the red
tape that this new bridge was the
first step in what would soon be
a ‘large-scale European connection’ which could include the fast
train from Castellón to Tarragona
and a motorway along the same
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www.traderlotto.com
expat insurance agency

See our advert on page 3

route.
It has been carefully designed to
fit in with the river’s natural environment, based upon the architectural projects of two specialists in suspension bridges. The
bridge also includes a cycle lane.

CTRA.N-340 KM.1046
12580 BENICARLO
CASTELLON

KARAOKE
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WINTER OFFER apartments from 400€

etc...

a month

at Partycentre “SINDICAT”
CAMARLES. from 10.00 am
Followed in the Evening

Mandy´s MiniMarket
NEXT DOOR TO ALBERT VILLAS

OPEN Mon – Fri 9.30 – 6.00pm

Sat 9.30am – 3,00pm
We don’t shut for Lunch TEL 964 412 603
El Perelló Freesia Group Christmas

Refuge and Care of animals

INDOOR CARBOOT SALE
& XMAS MARKET
on November 27th

5a Carratera las fuentes, Alcossebre

PITCHES FROM 2000€ A YEAR

3 MONTH SPECIAL 795€. FISH
www.campingalegria.com
&
info@campingalegria.com CHIPS

ARCA

AN EARLY X-MAS PARTY

with
Great Buffet and Dance from 8 o’clock

vinocamino.com

Fair will take place on Saturday

great wines, great prices

6th November at the School of

Trader special offer!
Tel 977 426 419

Music in El Perelló.
Perelló.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

A residential complex only 20 METRES FROM THE BEACH
Excellent features is reflected in the interior and public areas: POOL , JACUZZI,
paddle tennis courts, extensive gardens ....

www.basalco.com

ALCOSSEBRE BEACH RESORT

L’Altall Road, No. 17 A. Mallorca Resort 12 579 ALCOSSEBRE - Castellón -
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Tel: 964 41 25 40 - Mobile 657900313
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Phil Tufnell, Jodie Marsh and Patrick
Monahan achieve World Record!
Cricket
legend,
Phil Tufnell, glamour model, Jodie
Marsh and funny man, Patrick
Monahan
have
achieved the world
record for the longest three-way conversation - talking
non-stop for the
last 24 hours!
The chatty trio
have been in their
PJs in giant beds
in different central London stations, talking to
each other on
Powwownow’s free
conference
call
service. Phil was
at Victoria station,
Jodie at Waterloo
and Patrick at London Bridge.

Throughout the 24
hours thousands
of people got into
bed with them,
with several people going to see all
three - including a
pug dog and a six
month old baby!
Patrick
crowd
surfed and they all
had a competition
to see how many
people they could
get into bed with
them at the same
time, which Jodie
won with 22 people - maybe another World Record!
Thousands more
viewed their call
live on the upforathreewaycall.
co.uk website and
sent in questions

New survey reveals
almost 50% of those
questioned will refuse
to go to hospital for
treatment because
they’re worried about
contracting infection
As the NHS gears itself up for a possible
outbreak of the new superbug NDM-1, Infection Control experts warn that the best
estimate of treating healthcare-acquired
infections (HAIs) is at least £1billion.
Patients with a healthcare-acquired infection, compared to uninfected patients,
on average:
• Stayed in hospital 11 days longer
• Incurred 2.9 greater hospital costs
• Incurred 3.2 greater post-discharge
costs
And a specially commissioned, independent study shows that fear of catching such a superbug means fewer people
are prepared to take the risk of hospital treatment. Nearly 70% of the 1,000
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via Powwownow’s Twitter and Facebook
pages.
Powwownow wanted to raise awareness
of the environmental benefits of calling more and travelling less. Comedian
Patrick Monahan joked, “Every hour we
spend on this conference call we save
three penguins lives!”

questioned say they are worried about
themselves or a relative going into hospital and contracting a superbug infection.
Almost 50% said this fear would prevent
them from going to hospital and 47%
said either they, or someone they knew,
had contracted a superbug infection after receiving care at a hospital.
A Department of Health spokeswoman,
referring to the outbreak of NDM-1, said:
“Hospitals need to ensure they provide
good infection control to prevent any
spread.” This is particularly pertinent
advice when it comes to NDM-1, as it is
an enzyme produced by certain bacteria, which allows them to neutralise the
harmful effects of carbapenems, one of
the most powerful types of antibiotics
available to doctors.
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An Interesting Week
Risk appetite remained at
the fore last week, with markets failing to be deterred
by concerns over Ireland’s
banking sector and mounting resistance to austerity
methods across Europe. The
biggest loser remained the
USD, with the Dollar index
touching a low of almost
78.00 and speculative positioning (as indicated by the
CFTC IMM data) identifying
an additional sharp drop in
sentiment to its lowest since
Dec 2007. It is a significant
week for central bank meetings, with four major central banks announcing their
monetary policy including
Bank of Japan (BoJ), Reserve
Bank of Australia (RBA), European Central Bank (ECB)
and Bank of England (BoE).
However, the main news for
the markets to digest is the
job number in the US on Friday afternoon. The RBA is
rumoured to be interested
in a rate rise by 25bps, the
BoJ could announce additional asset purchasing despite both the ECB and BoE
unlikely to adjust their fiscal
strategies.
Despite the reality that the
BoJ is by and large expected
to hold its policy rate untouched at 0.1%, it might
state additional measures

aligned with the backdrop
of relentless JPY muscle, a
deterioration in economic
attitude as reflected in last
week’s Tankan survey and
fall in exports. Newspapers
in Japan indicate that the
BoJ could add to borrowing
of fixed rate 3 to 6 month
loans to financial institutions
in addition to buying further
short-term government debt.
The methods along with risks
of further JPY interference
may thwart USD/JPY receding further, however as seen
in the boost in speculative
net long JPY positions last
week, the market is trying to
determine the resolve of the
Japanese authorities. Strong
support is seen around
USD/JPY 82.80, with the authorities not likely to permit
a split beneath this technical
point in the short-term.
Even if we only see specifics of the voting in two weeks
in the release of the UK BoE
Monetary Policy Commitee
(MPC) minutes it is possible
that there was a three-way
divide within the MPC as
evident in latest remarks,
with MPC member Posen
appearing to favour more
quantitative easing whereas
the MPC’s Sentance is set to
maintain his inclination for
higher rates. The pound was

a straggler over September
as investors continued to
worry over potential QE from
the BoE. This doubt is unlikely to fade swiftly, signifying
restricted gains against the
USD and potentially more difficulty against the EUR. Sterling speculative attitude has
enhanced but particularly
positioning remains short.
Contrary to GBP, the EUR has
benefit from USD weakness
and looks set to expand on
its gains. Even though there
is a risk that speculative positioning will before long turn
out to be too stretched, it is
worth noting that positioning
is well below previous highs
against the IMM data. EUR
possibly will have some support from Chinese Premier
Wen’s assurances to support Greece, and a steady
EUR. Whereas there seems
to be risks associated with
the EUR from ongoing peripheral arrears concerns
such remarks are expected
to be recurring at the EU-Asia
summit over the next couple
of days, will keep the EUR
ready for a test of 1.3840.
Report by Philip Ryan

don’t get squeezed by the
banks on exchange

MAKING PAYMENTS
FROM
THE UK TO SPAIN?
If you are transferring funds to
Spain from the UK, Moneycorp
can save you £000s.
Whether you are purchasing a
property, or making regular payments, for example to transfer
your UK pension, Moneycorp has
a solution designed to suit your
needs.
Whatever the reason for your
transfers to Spain, we offer you:
- Unbeatable exchange rates
- No commission
- Shorter transfer times than the
bank
- Regular payments by Direct
Debit
For more information, call us.
Tel 902 887 243
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Contact your Valencian region
For money
office to find out the safe and easy
way to save money on your
transfers or
foreign exchange:
regular payments 965745471
overseas - enjoy & quote ‘Inland Trader’
or email: Quote Ref
our great rates! inlandtrader@currenciesdirect.com
A04113
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BMW recalls 350,000 cars
GERMAN car manufacturer BMW has recalled 350,000 vehicles all over the world – of which 5,800 belong to the British firm
Rolls Royce. Representatives from BMW say there is a possible fault in the braking system, and has called for purchasers of its
Series 5, 6 and 7 models with V8 and V12 engines to take their cars back for a service. The move affects 198,000 vehicles in
the USA and over 10,000 in the UK.

Spanish stockmarket plummets
THE Spanish stockmarket fell by 64,4
points last week, or 0.61 per cent, continuing its annual downward trend. So far,
the year-on-year decrease has reached
12.48 per cent, leading to doom and
gloom amongst shareholders.
The week started with slight rises, but
very quickly led to losses with Repsol
YPF representing the biggest fall after
signing its agreement in Brazil with Chi-

nese fuel giant, Sinopec. Fear over the
EU applying new taxes to the sector to
finance future economic crises is said to
be the main cause of this week’s plummeting figures.
But the meeting between European
Finance Ministers in Brussels did not
reach any concrete conclusions. The
market has also been focusing heavily on
the number of new properties for which

construction has started in Spain so far
in 2010, which has reached a figure of
17,878, or a 0.1 per cent increase.
It was also paying serious attention to
the fall in the number of new cars being
registered – 26.9 per cent – and Portugal’s largest trade union having called a
general strike on November 24 in protest
over new labour laws.

Zapatero defends labour reform and retirement
age increase

4.8 per cent
Gas and Electricity on
the Rise.......again
GAS bottles have
gone up in price
by 2.8 per cent, to
12.80 euros from
its current 12.45
euros,
affecting
some 10 million
consumers
in
Spain.
In the past year,
gas bottle prices
rose by 16.6 per
cent – and this
latest hike will be
the fourth in 2010
alone, and represent a 20-per-cent
increase in the
past 12 months.
Electricity
bills
will soon go up by

4.8 per cent, despite the price of
the service having
rocketed in the
past two years.
This said, representatives
from
the industry say
households
are
still using electricity at a lower price
than that which it
costs to produce.
And they claim
that higher bills
will ‘make people
more responsible’
about how much
energy they use.

SPANISH president José Luis
Rodríguez Zapatero claims
the country needs ‘difficult reforms’ to be able to get out of
the recession.
He insists that the law that will
increase state retirement age
to 67 is ‘already approved’
and will not be amended.
At the same time, he recognises that there will be ‘more unemployment in the future’ and
expects a rise in the number
in September.
Just two days after the general strike on Wednesday,

September 29, Zapatero was
interviewed live on Spanish
national radio.
He remained firm in his decision not to amend the proposed labour reform, which he
insists is ‘totally necessary’.
“It is law. It’s been approved,
it must come into force, and
will produce its results in the
medium term.
“It’s the best way of guaranteeing social policies for the
future,” Zapatero stated on
air.
The president says he will re-

visit discussions with unions
once he has appointed a new
minister of work, whose name
he would not reveal at this
stage.
Ironically – despite the fact
that the labour reform will
make it easier and cheaper for
firms to get rid of staff – Zapatero said: “We cannot resign
ourselves to Spain standing
out as the country where unemployment increases more
than anywhere else whenever
there’s a recession.
“It has to have something to

do with our labour laws.”
Zapatero cited the reforms imposed in Germany y Gerhard
Schröder, which included
cutting hours and pay before
making staff redundant.
He said as a result, Germany
is coming out of recession
faster than anywhere else in
the EU.
The idea of the labour reform,
Zapatero stresses, is to create employment and lead to
more workers on permanent
contracts by ‘allowing firms to
adapt’ to financial crises.

expat
i
nsurance agency
In your area, close to you

PRIVATE
PROPERTY
SALES in Spain

Over 20 years of insurance experience
Friendly and professional service
Competitive and special rates
Excellent products

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

www.thewarehousespain.com

Our products ( available in English, German, Spanish)

Great for buying and selling stuff
Take a look if your buying
Sellers try it out for Free

Motorcar or Motorcycles
(Spanish & UK plated, maximum NCB )

Building and household protection
(all risk cover, accidental damages, etc)

•
•
•
•
•

Life Insurance
Golfers
Pet Plan
Shop/Office insurance
Pension Plans

•
•
•
•
•

Travel policy
Health cover
Civil liability
Pleasure boats
Mortgage Protection

Quick quotes without obligation
Call us for professional advise:
Karen: 667.054.853 (south)
Manuela: 687.798.572 (north)
Or send us an email: info.expatinsure@gmail.com
We will be pleased to assist you in English, German or Spanish
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New Church Welcome Centre
Opens In Alcossebre
The Mayor of Alcala de Xivert
and Alcossebre welcomed a
new initiative by St Christopher’s
English speaking church on the
Costa Azahar, when he formally
opened “El Camino” on Friday
10th September.
A former shop unit in Alcossebre has been renovated by
church members and will serve
as a “drop-in” centre for English
speaking residents and visitors.
It also offers an outlet for second
hand books and bric-a-brac to
help fund the permanent ministry of the church.
The Reverend Paul Needle, Vicar
of St. Christopher’s, led prayers
with holy water to bless the new
project before the Mayor, Francisco Juan Mars, cut the rib-

EXTRA HOURS SLEEP FOR ALL
Sunday 31st October 2010
A poll conducted for
the Mayor of London
revealed that over 60 per
cent of Londoners would
prefer the clocks not to
be put back in winter.
However, whether we like
it or not it’s that time
of year again and the
clocks are indeed going
back by one hour, at 2am
on Sunday 31st October
2010

bon which was held by the two
churchwardens for the opening ceremony. He promised the
support and assistance of the
ajuntamiento to the church and
community.
Mr Needle says this meeting
point has been an aspiration
for the church for the past four
years and the room is available
for other community groups to
use. It will also be used for small
church meetings and discussion
groups. The church will be hosting a “Harvest Lunch” there after
harvest thanksgiving services
later this month. “El Camino”
means “The Way” and the work
is dedicated to Christ who called
himself the Way to peace, faith
and salvation.
The Vicar added “People some-

times talk about churches
‘preaching to the converted’
or worshipping behind closed
doors. At the church here we often do close the doors to keep
cool in Summer and warm in
Winter! But our church and its
mission is about being active in
the community and El Camino is
proof of our commitment to work
to serve the local people and
visitors here.”
The church is building on its experience of operating a similar
centre in Vinaros every week for
the past 15 months. Initially “El
Camino” in Alcossebre will be
open on Tuesdays and Fridays
between 11am and 2pm. Many
friends of St Christopher’s who
have holiday homes here have
driven out in cars loaded with

books and bric-a-brac to support
the venture.
St Christopher’s also has a large
stock of wheelchairs, walking
aids and other assistance items
for loan to visitors and residents
who need them after accidents
or illness. Rev Paul Needle can
be contacted on 662 482 944.
Church services in English are
held every Sunday at 10am in
Vinaros and 12 midday in Alcossebre.

Fines for driving or parking in historic
quarter of Tarragona
DRIVERS who enter Tarragona’s historic quarter
without having a residence
permit for the area could be
fined between 100 and 200
euros.
City councillors have taken
this measure in order to pedestrianise the area, known
as the Part Alta.
They claim that the fines are
‘not a money-making exer-

cise’ – but has as yet failed to
install the barrier that would
prevent anyone without a
pass from getting in.
Those caught driving through
the area will have to pay 100
euros, and anyone who is
caught having parked there
will need to stump up 200
euros.
And although local authorities claim they intended to

give drivers the first weekend
in October to ‘get used to the
idea’, several fines were already handed out on Friday.
Two police officers were also
patrolling the area.
To date, over 1,100 people have signed a petition
against the council’s decision
to block off the old town.

Tiger Mosquito
‘rife’ on the
Costa Daurada
HABITATS of the venomous Tiger Mosquito have been found
in 120 towns and
villages throughout
Catalunya, the regional government’s
ministry for the environment warns.
At present, Tarragona
is one of the leastaffeced provinces,
although the insect
with a sting in its tail
has been found in
Salou, Cambrils, El
Vendrell, Calafell and
Torrdembarra.
Staff at the Hospital Lleuger say they
have treated double
the number of pa-

tients on the Costa
Daurada this year for
Tiger Mosquito bites
– a total of 909,
compared to last
summer’s 529.
The insect is particularly difficult to eradicate, because its larvae hatches within
just 10 days.
Town councils are
working hard to get
rid of them, mainly
concentrating on riverbanks.
Leaflets have been
handed
out
in
schools giving information to parents as
to what to do if their
children suffer bites.

El Perelló Freesia Group
Christmas Fair
Saturday 6th November
at the School of Music in
El Perelló.
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Mandy´s MiniMarket
NEXT DOOR TO ALBERT VILLAS

Tel 964 412 603

5a Carratera las fuentes, Alcossebre

New stock coming in all the time
Now in Elmlea cream
English cheddar.
Now taking orders
for the Xmas meats,
Fresh Gammon,
pork with cracklin,
pork pies.

OPEN Mon – Fri 9.30 – 6.00
Sat 9.30 - 3.00 We don’t shut for Lunch
FIND US ON FACEBOOK FOR ANY UPDATES

Tarragona’s new hospital
opens THE new Sant Joan hospital in

Tarragona opened its doors on Monday,
October 4, with 67 doctors and nurses
in situ.
Health authorities say the hospital will
open ‘progressively’ between now and
the end of the year, but has already
opened seven departments.
These are digestology, pneumonology,
internal medicine, surgery, paediatrics,
plastic surgery, and cardiology.
Other consultancies will be transferred
there, including nursing, diabetes, and
anti-coagulant treatment.
And on October 18, dermatology and
ophthalmology will move to the new hospital, followed by sports medicine and
physiotherapy on November 2
With the opening of in-patient services,
the intensive care unit, accident and
emergency and the operating theatres,
the hospital is expected to be fully up and
running by December.
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During Operation ZUMO, a joint operation between the Spanish Guardia Civil and SOCA (UK Serious and
Organised Crime Agency), 12 British
nationals were arrested, 5 vehicles,
1 boat, precision scales, and 53,000
designer drug pills were seized. Also
a cannabis plantation was dismantled in Crevillente (Alicante) The
members of the group travelled regularly to the United Kingdom in order
to smuggle the drugs hidden in double-bottom suitcases and vehicles.

The Civil Guard dismantles a
British organisation involved
in drug trafficking in leisure
centres in Levante
and Baleares

12 BRITS ARRESTED 8 men and 4 women

D

uring Operation ZUMO,
12 people (8 men and
4 women), all from the
United Kingdom were arrested. All were members of an
active criminal organisation
involved in trafficking designer drugs and cannabis on the
Levante coast and the island
of Ibiza, where they were in
contact with another organisation dismantled by the Civil
Guard last August during the
course of Operation Flecha.
During the Operation, the Civil

Guard searched six homes in
the province of Alicante (3 in
Torrevieja and 3 in Orihuela),
a 6 metre long boat, moored
in the port of Torrevieja (Alicante) and a cannabis plantation in the Crevillente area
(Alicante).
The investigation started in
May this year when the investigators heard about a group
of people from Liverpool
(United Kingdom) who could
be involved in drug trafficking
in leisure centres on the Le-

homeandgardens

LIVING

vante coast.
The organisation was put under surveillance and in June
one of the members of the
group was arrested, when he
tried to smuggle more than
50,000 designer drug pills
hidden in the doors of a vehicle that was about to embark
in Denia (Alicante) for Ibiza.
The drugs were due to be
distributed to other organisations based in Ibiza during
the summer period

Building
Work
Exterior

Building
Work
Interior

Swimming Tree
Swimming
Pools
Surgery
Pools

New Builds
Renovations
Septic Tanks
Driveways
Stone Walls
Fencing

Kitchens
Plumbing
Electrics
Tiling
Interior
Design

Building
Pools
Re-tiling
Cleaning and
Maintenance

Crown Lifting
Tree Felling
Pollarding
Stump
Removal
Hedge
Cutting
Land
Clearance

Home
Services

For Sale
Items

Winter
Check
Summer
Check
Key Holding
Service
General
Repairs
Gardening

Sale Items
See Our
Website
For Details

T: 96 55 31 330 www.HomeandGardensLiving.eu M: 659 101 507

From a name you can trust

Death is about the only thing you can feel absolutely confident is going to happen
to you. As expatriates we probably have even more responsibility to ensure that we
have planned for it. If not, your family or dependants may find themselves in a very
expensive and time consuming battle if your assets are to be passed on to them.
Even worse, you may put them in a position where they will have to pay thousands
of euros in funeral expenses, as well as the trial of dealing with an unfamiliar
system in a foreign language. It does not take much to prepare and although you
may not directly benefit, your next of kin will certainly thank you.
A Beneficial Funeral Plan buys the entire funeral package at today’s prices. You
then pay for it either at once, in euros or pounds or in a series of payments over
time of your choosing. After it is paid for, you have NO further costs and the plan
is in place until it is needed. Why delay, take the right action and contact us for a
brochure or just to discuss your plans for the future.

BENEFICIAL
INSURANCE SERVICE
SPAIN

A Proffesional service
from start to finish

Bella Vista, 3 bed villa with pool. Needs
TLC. but great bargain. 176,000 euros.

ASSA for health care and funeral expenses

From the start of the operation the investigators were
in contact with SOCA (UK
Serious Organised Crime
Agency), who sent a number
of officers to assist the Civil
Guard during the investigations.

Benificial Funeral Plans
Pre-paid & Pre-planned

Fully Licensed
Construction company
Undertaking all aspects
of building works.

Business for sale. First class supermarket and internet cafe. Ideal
for a couple to run. For sale due to
owners retirement. To include all
stock. 60,000 euros.
Ground floor 3 bed. apartment
with private courtyard. Furnished.
79,000 euros
Oliva 4th floor apartment, no lift,
large with 4 beds. 69,000 euros.
Monte Pego, Spectacular views,
reformed apartment, 95,000 euros.
Oliva beach, 2 bed. ground floor
apartment with parking. 91,000 e

that arrived by air.
The organisation had also set
up a cannabis plantation in
an out-of-the-way place in the
Crevillente area (Alicante),
fully equipped with irrigation,
electricity, heating, containers, etc. where more than
100 cannabis plants were
seized.

For Total Peace of Mind

Family owned British company offering
you a full range of home, garden,
maintenance and building services.

_d IfW_d
Our Services Include:

QUALIFIED BRITISH TRADESPEOPLE

The group made daily visits
to discotheques and leisure
centres on the Levante coast,
where they stayed and sold
the drugs until closing time.
Regular trips were made to
the UK to purchase new supplies which were smuggled
into Spain, hidden in doublebottom vehicles or suitcases

Telephone: 965791222

Mobile: 625 470 765

info@beneficialspain.com www.beneficialspain.com

FOR OTHER INSURANCE NEEDS
CONTACT US FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTE

•

• Medical Insurance • English & Spanish Vehicles
Home & Contents on ALL RISKS • Travel • All Policies in English

CALL US & SAVE MONEY

Beneficial Funeral Plans are NOT an insurance policy
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Your Horoscope for the month of October
bY

Annabel Burton
Astrologer
october for Aries This month is all about relationships on many different levels. You find
out more about yourself from the responses and reactions from others and this is challenging initially.
However, while Venus is powerfully placed in passionate Scorpio, you are exploring new areas and finding
a passion for something different. The Full Moon in your sign around the 23rd marks an important moment and one to put in your diary. You have plenty of business savvy this month too. Find out more www.
AnnabelBurton.tv
october for Taurus

Practical concerns come to the fore at the start of the month and you
get the sense that you need to put your house in order. This could mean making important decisions for
the good of the whole, even though they are not going to be popular at first. But you do your research and
find out more about where your priorities lie. Your ruler, Venus, spends time in Scorpio, your chart area of
relationships, but is retrograde for much of the month. Think about returning, going back and reconnecting
with what is in danger of being lost. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

october for Gemini This month, you are making progress regarding your creative ideas and
pursuits. You have experimented for a while and you are beginning to see what works and what doesn’t.
Keep what is valuable and leave the rest. You are downsizing or making life a little simpler and time is precious. How you spend it is up to you but be aware that you may have to fit more in than usual. Your ruler,
Mercury, is in LIbra from the 4th to the 21st and this is the most progressive phase for you. After this time,
you are doing less for yourself but can be a great help to others. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
october for Cancer While Saturn has been going through your Fourth House, this month
the Sun is here too, adding energy and vitality to your plans associated with the family, where you live, your
roots and the past. You are establishing a rock solid base in uncertain times, and it may be that several
changes have come in to place which now are looking more permanent and assured. Both Mars and Venus
are in Scorpio this month and this highlights the more creative and enjoyable aspects of your life. Fun flirtations are on the agenda! Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
october for Leo Initially, the Sun, your ruler, links with Saturn and you are aware of your
boundaries and what limits you. This could be down to rules and regulations and authority figures who curb
your enthusiasm. Still, this is not set to last and the Sun in the sign of relationships draws your attentions
to who is special and important in your life. You feel that they could do more! You want a more permanent
arrangement and provided you go for what is right for you, there can be compromise or a resolution. It is
not until later this month that you get a vital insight into a situation that may change your direction. Find
out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
october for Virgo This month, the focus on your personal finances gets a boost with the Sun
in this part of your chart. think about the way you bring cash to you, through your talents or job, and if there
is not enough, then consider other ways to boost your income. As it is, Saturn in the part of your chart is
bringing discipline and hard choices. On a positive note, October brings some fabulous opportunities for
travel and connections with friends old and new. Keep your wits about you by embarking on a course or
workshop. There is a fascinating new interest around the corner. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
october for Libra

You are getting to grips with Saturn in your sign, and the need for order,
discipline and groundedness. In fact, this may have all become a bit arduous recently, but the Sun is now
in your sign so it is the beginning of another twelve months for you which promises major changes and successes. Consider what you want, and how you are going to get it and know that with enough conviction and
confidence you have a lot more chance than previously. There is a strong focus on your cash situation and
Venus encourages you to get creative and entrepreneurial. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

october for Scorpio It’s possible to have the best of both worlds and on you are confident
and forthright, but your message is delivered with wit and charm. This month, you have an enhanced ability to influence others as well as the outcome of your endeavours. Use this time to push forward with your
plans and be proactive when chasing up news and information which seems to be lost in the post or stuck.
It’s your efforts that will bring about the situations you desire. The Sun enters your sign on the 24th, joining
Mercury and Venus. You attract plenty of attention if you so wish. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
october for Sagittarius

Jupiter is still working alongside Uranus, and your experiences
continue to be strange, surreal and off the wall. But you are almost getting used to it. At first, an opposition
between these to and Mercury can cause havoc with travel plans, this is relatively short lived since Mercury
is so speedy. Try to put off travel arrangements until a bit later in the month if possible. This month sees a
powerful influence regarding new friends, old connections and those who bring something of real value to
your life. Large organizations are the key to your future success. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

october for Capricorn

It may be that you are considering your future professional life as
opportunities are arising that look promising. But you may be in two minds. You would like to discover what
suits you better and see that it’s not all about the money, but this certainly helps! Keep your options open
for a little longer. As it is, your ruler, Saturn is working its way through Libra and you are getting a more
complex view of the world that isn’t simply black or white. As such, your priorities are undergoing a change
which means that you could be making decisions that to others seem out of character, but are perfect for
you. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

october for Aquarius Helpful influences from the Sun in Libra go towards expanding your

expectations and horizons. You have been embarking on a journey that for some time seems more like
a voyage of discovery. You see that you are not done yet, but you now get the rewards for your hard work
and effort. Connections with publishing and the media are possible and this can lead to exciting and fast
changing opportunities. Make the most of invitations that come your way as there are more to these than
you initially expect. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

october for Pisces

Nothing stays the same forever, and you accept this while at the same
time you have one or two regrets about how you could have done things differently, but at certain times
this month, you have a choice and the knowledge that your decisions have far reaching consequences. In
any case, Fate takes a hand and you are glad of these curious moments of synchronicity working in your
favour as part of a greater plan. Meanwhile, planets are moving into Scorpio, that you are plumbing the
depths of your psyche and instinct. Go with your feelings as a clearer guide than your intellect for now. Find
out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
© Copyright 21st Century, Annabel Burton web

Two 90 year old men, Dai and
Emrys, have been friends all
of their lives.
When it’s clear that Emrys
is dying, Dai visits him every
day. One day Dai says, ‘Emrys, we both loved rugby
all our lives, and we played
rugby on Saturdays together for so many years. Please
do me one favour, when you
get to Heaven, somehow you
must let me know if there’s
rugby there.’
Emrys looks up at Dai from
his death bed,’ Dai, you’ve
been my best friend for
many years. If it’s at all possible, I’ll do this favour for
you.

Shortly after that, Emrys
passes on. At midnight a
couple of nights later, Dai
is awakened from a sound
sleep by a blinding flash of
white light and a voice calling out to him, ‘Dai--Dai.’
‘Who is it? Asks Dai sitting
up suddenly. ‘Who is it?’
‘Dai--it’s me, Emrys.’
‘You’re not Emrys. Emrys
just died.’
‘I’m telling you, it’s me, Emrys,’ insists the voice.’
‘Emrys! Where are you?’
‘In heaven’, replies Emrys. ‘I
have some really good news
and a little bad news.’
‘Tell me the good news first,’

Finding a woman sobbing that she had
locked her keys in her car, a passing soldier assures her that he can help.
She looks on amazed as he removes his
trousers, rolls them into a tight ball and
rubs them against the car door.
Magically it opens.
“That’s so clever,” the woman gasps. “How
did you do it?”
“Easy,” replies the man. “These are my
khakis”.

Have you ever wondered what the difference between Grandmothers and Grandfathers is?
Well here it is: A friend, who worked away
from home all week, always made a special
effort with his family on the weekends.
Every Sunday morning he would take his
7-year old granddaughter out for a drive
in the car for some bonding time -- just
him and his granddaughter. One particular Sunday however, he had a bad cold and
really didn’t feel like being up at all. Luckily, his wife came to the rescue and said
that she would take their granddaughter
out. When they returned, the little girl
anxiously ran upstairs to see her Grandfather ‘Well, did you enjoy your ride with
grandma?’ ‘Oh yes, Granddad’ the girl replied, ‘and do you know what? We didn’t
see a single arsehole, blind idiot, dip stick
anywhere we went today!’ Almost brings
a tear to your eye, doesn’t it? From Jennifer
Nelson Mandela is sitting
at home watching TV and
drinking a beer when he
hears a knock at the door.
When he opens it, he is confronted by a little Chinese
man, clutching a clip board
and yelling: ‘You Sign! You
sign!’ Behind him is an enormous truck full of accelerator pedals.
Nelson is standing there in
complete amazement, when
the Chinese man starts to
yell louder: ‘You Sign! You
sign!’ Nelson says to him,
‘Look, you’ve obviously got
the wrong man’, and
shuts the door in his face.
The next day he hears a
knock at the door again.

says Dai.
The good news,’ Emrys says,’
is that there’s rugby in heaven. Better yet, all of our old
friends who died before us
are here, too. Better than
that, we’re all young again.
Better still, it’s always spring
time and it never rains or
snows. And best of all, we
can play rugby all we want,
and we never get tired.’
‘That’s fantastic,’ says Dai.
‘It’s beyond my wildest
dreams! So what’s the bad
news?’
‘You’re in the team for Tuesday.’
From Jenniffer

Little Larry attended a horse auction
with his father. He watched as his father
moved from horse to horse, running his
hands up and down the horse’s legs and
rump, and chest. After a few minutes,
Larry asked, ‘Dad, why are you doing
that?’ His father replied, ‘Because when
I’m buying horses, I have to make sure that
they are healthy and in good shape before
I buy. Larry, looking worried, said, ‘Dad, I
think the UPS guy wants to buy Mom ...’

Being British is about driving in a German car to an Irish pub where we drink a
Belgian beer. On the way home we pick up
an Indian curry or a Turkish kebab. Then
we sit on Swedish furniture and watch
American shows on a Japanese TV.
Most of all we’re very suspicious of
anything foreign. More than that, only in
Britain can you get a pizza quicker than
an ambulance; only in Britain do banks
leave both doors open, but chain the pens
to the counter; only in Britain do supermarkets make sick people walk to the
back of the store to get their prescriptions, while healthy people can get their
fags at the front.
We might be British, but you can’t deny
that we’re bloody funny.

SEND YOUR FAVOURITE
FUNNIES
TO
jokes@inlandtrader.net

When he opens it, the little
Chinese man is back with a
huge truck of brake pads.
He thrusts his clipboard
under Nelson’s nose again,
yelling: ‘You sign! You sign!’
Mr Mandela is getting a bit
hacked off by now, so he
pushes the little chinese
man back shouting: ‘Look,
go away! You’ve got the
wrong man. I don’t want
them!’ Then he slams the
door in his face again. The
following day, Nelson is resting, and late in the afternoon, he hears a knock on
the door again. On opening
the door, there is the same
little Chinese man thrusting
a clipboard under his nose,
shouting: ‘You sign! You

sign!’ Behind him are TWO
very large trucks full of car
parts. This time Nelson
loses his temper completely,
he picks up the little Man
by his shirt front and yells
at him:
‘Look, I don’t want these!
Do you understand? You
must have the wrong name!
Who do you want to deliver
these to?’ The little Chinese man looks very puzzled, consults his clipboard,
and says:
(Get your best Chinese accent ready)
‘You...Nissan Main Deala?
From Ailsa
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GARDENING HINTS AND TIPS
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Removing the flesh
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Bottling with anis

By Clodagh and Dick Handscombe. Holistic gardeners and authors
living in Spain for 25 years.

USING CACTI FRUIT
Once prickly pear cacti plants (opuntia
ficus indica) have developed a few ears
they will start to flower and then produce
green fruits which eventually turn orange
as they ripen. This is the point at which
they can be harvested and used to make
liquors, jams or eaten raw from a half
shell.
There is only one problem one can easily
get fine cacti thorns stuck in ones fingers
and hands. There are ways of preventing
this.
Harvesting:
a.If only picking a few take a small stick
and go round each fruit knocking off all

the spikes before attempting to pick and
eat. We were shown how to do this by a
camposino when walking the Machu Pinchu trail.
b. Knock them off and then pick them up
with really thick leather gloves .
c Knock them off and then pick up each
one with a table fork.
Removing the fleshy seedy centre:
The first two two photographs illustrate
the method we have devised.
a.Pick up each with a fork without otherwise touching them.
b.Then saw in half with a bread knife

c.Lastly remove with a table spoon.
Using the flesh which is said to be high
in vitamin C:
a. Eat raw from the shell.
b. Make into a jam or jelly.
c. Make a subtly tasty winter liquor by
putting the flesh into a bottle with dry or
sweet anis according to taste as illustrat-

ed in the third photograph.
So in future there is no need to end up
with itchy fingers putting cacti fruit in a
waste bin or plastic bag. Don’t compost
them as the itchy spikes might not rot
down

Clodagh and Dick have included thousands of handy ideas in their books (but not
the above just developed the hard way) ‘Your Garden in Spain’, ‘Growing Healthy Fruit
in Spain’, ‘Growing Healthy Vegetables in Spain’ and ‘Apartment Gardening Mediterranean Style’. They are availalable from good bookshops and by mail order from the
internet shops of Santana Books, Bookworld and Amazon etc. and also by phoning
Santana on 952-485838.
© Clodagh and Dick Handscombe www.gardeninginspain.com. October 2009.

Handling and cutting

Autumn & Winter Offer Apartments
from 400 EUROS A MONTH
HOLIDAYS IN ALCOCEBRE
Excellent apartment first line
APARTMENTS FOR 2-4 PEOPLE
4-6 PEOPLE
6-8 PEOPLE

See Dates for Discounts

VISIT OUR WEB

www.basalco.com

SUPPORT YOUR LIFE IN SPAIN
WORKING IN THE UK AS A LIVE-IN CARER
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR AUTUMN AND WINTER

Earn £400-£500 per week
FREE board and lodging
An excellent FREE four day training course
FLEXIBLE patterns of work that allow you to return
home to Spain
We are looking for responsible individuals. This is caring for
elderly and disabled persons and you must be sympathetic
to their needs.
Would you consider working in the United Kingdom as a live-in
carer in a flexible basis (2/3/4/...weeks on, 1/2/3/...weeks off) that
allowed you to share your time between Spain and the UK?

BASALCO, cami L’Atalla SL 17-A

Tel 964412540 - 964412018
Our new email address is: info@cxivert.com
LUXURY APARTMENTS FOR SALE AND HOLIDAY RENTAL

Drop us a line and join the 49 expats that currently live in Spain
and work with us in the UK!

0044 1728 605060

recruitment@christiescare.com
www.christiescare.com/spain.html
www.facebook.com/carersatchristiescare

When responding to an advert mention you saw it in THE TRADER please..
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Campsite Recommendation after reading
article in The Trader.

Thank you Trader for a fab
holiday !!! We have just returned Camping Alegria Benicarlo a camp site we read
about in the Inland Trader
back in the spring. When
we saw Camping Algeria an
English run campsite advertised in your newspaper we
decided to give it a try for a
few days at the start of our
annual summer touring holiday in our motorhome. Well
a few days extended into a
few weeks, we didn’t bother
moving on anywhere else,
everything we needed for
our family holiday was there
and apart from that we would
have had to have dragged the
kids out screaming they loved
it so much. Situated on the
outskirts of Benicarlo( fiesta
and bullrunning week whilst
we were there) and only a
short drive from the beautiful
towns of Peniscola (fantastic castle El Cid fame) and
Vinaros (very picturesque)

this campsite was perfect for
both sightseeing and a relaxing family holiday.
Pitches are big enough to accommodate large units and
all the facilities there are excellent. The campsite is

Casey winning Sack Race
very family orientated (pets
allowed as well) and there
was something for the kids
and adults alike every day
should they wish to partici-

pate. The hub of the site is a
very pleasant bar with swimming pool, play park, table
football, pool, sky tv etc and
nightly entertainment. There
is an excellent selection of
bar food served all day and
the portions are generous
and not over priced.
The
beach is about 200mts from
the site and is great for swimming, snorkling and fishing.
We were made to feel very
welcome by the family and
felt totally at ease letting the
children off the leash. This is
a very cosmopolitan site and
everyone’s encouraged to
join in and have fun. They did
! We did ! Thoroughly recommended by the Smith family
we would like to say thank
you to the Trader for bringing
this site to our attention and
Camping Algeria.....We Will
Be Back !
From Smith Family, Alzira.

El Perelló.
CHRISTMAS FAIR
Following the great success
that we had last year, we are
pleased to announce that
the next El Perelló Freesia
Group Christmas Fair will
take place on Saturday 6th
November at the School of
Music in El Perelló.
For anyone wishing to have
their own stall the cost is
only €15. To book a table
or for any further information, please phone Liz on
977059783

ALCOSSEBRE

El Perelló Freesia Group
Christmas Fair
Saturday 6th November
at the School of Music
in El Perelló.

ALCOSSEBRE

SCOTTISH COUNTRY
DANCING - Recommences on

The Friends of Alcossebre - “Supporting
our Community” - The
Charity Shop is open
from Monday to Friday
– 10am to 1pm at El
Centro, Las Fuentes,
Alcossebre. Tel.: 964
414973
Wheel Chair, Zimmer
Frame & Crutches
Loan Service - if you
need the use of any
of these items, please
contact Patti on 964
412594 or call in at
the Charity Shop.

El Perelló Freesia Group

This Month’s
bookstalls

Wednesday 6th October 2010 at 2.30pm
to 4.30pm in the Sala d’Exposiciones in
Calle de Alcala, Alcossebre. All welcome!
All you need to know is your left foot from
your right foot! For further information
contact Sheila on 964 413026 or Moira on
964 414028.

will be at the Homogenic
bar in El Perello on the
following dates

‘Singing for pleasure’ Recommences on Monday, 13th September 2010 at 3.30pm to 5pm. For further
information contact Brenda
on 600 255662..

Meeting

CANTILENA -

www.traderlotto.com

Run a local club or charity?
Need a home for a pet?
Got something to say?
Live in the Communidad of
Castellon, Tarragona or
Southern Barcelona?
Let everyone hear about it
Email. info@inlandtrader.net

Introducing the detox footspa
If you suffer from pain, lethargy,
eczema, psoriasis, migraine or
swellings in the lower leg this
is the treatment for you. The
world in which we live in takes
its toll on both the immune system and body, The food we eat
contains additives, pesticides
and colouring. These factors
together with air pollution and
leading stressful lives can result in a number of complaints
which stop the cells in the body
functioning properly and eliminating unwanted toxins.
This is where the Peditox can
help. The foot bowl contains
water which is ionised and creates a charge in the water. The

water becomes ionised and
the ions enter the body through
some of the 4,000 large pores
of the feet. The lymphatic and
circulatory system then transport the ions through the body
and energise the cells allowing
them to function properly. It is
very different from the footspa
one might have at home. Did
you ever notice feeling energised after walking barefoot
along the beach? Well, this is
due to the ions entering your
body in a similar way.
Much of the detoxification
takes place after the treatment
through sweating, defecation
and urination. It is a pleasant

Beauty Therapist

Alcossebre to Vinaros Facials to reduce wrinkles
& fine lines. Aromatherapy ,
infrared therapy ,make up ,
peditox Facials 20- 40€
Peditox 30€
Phone
Mandy Tara Gray 698201986
“Bling” Sale on Saturday, 16th October
2010 – 10:00 to
13:00h in the Charity
Shop. You can also find
a wide range of very
reasonably priced 2nd
hand clothing for all
the family, over 1,500
books – all at 1 €uro
each - in English and
German and children’s
books in English and
Spanish, and you can
always find something
interesting in the brica-brac section. Funds
raised in the shop and

at special events are
given quarterly to local
charities and organisations.
Donations
of good quality, clean,
clothing, books and
bric-a-brac welcome
at the shop or at the
Collection points in the
Alcossebre Pensionistas and the Alcala
Pensionistas premises. The shop is run by
English and Spanish
volunteers and more
volunteers are always
welcome.
. http://
friendsofalcossebre.

SATURDAY 9 OCTOBER
By popular request

Author Dick Handscombe will be at
The Alcossebre Carboot between
10.30 and 14.00 on Saturday 9th October
to answer any questions you have about
gardening on the coast and inland and in
a garden or on apartment terraces and to
autograph copies of the books written together with his wife Clodagh. ‘Your Garden
in Spain’, ‘Apartment Gardening Mediterranean Style’, ‘Growing Healthy Vegetables in
Spain’ and ‘ Growing Healthy Fruit in Spain’

treatment that takes 30 mins
and costs 30 euros. For the
month of October I will be including infrared heat therapy
with the treatment which can
aid weight loss and also helps
with pain. Infrared rays can
penetrate inches beneath the
skin and are very beneficial.
For best results its is recommended to have 1 treatment
per week for 4 weeks and 1 per
month afterwards.
If you have any questions
email me at:
mandysbeautytips@hotmail.com
or for an appointment phone
698201986.

The Pie Guy

Homemade pie’s delivered
between Vinaros and Alcossebre.
“Also at the Alcossebre Rastro”
8”inch Apple, Chicken & meat
pie’s (serves 2 people)
only 6 euros.
Ask about scotch eggs, cornish
pasties and other fillings
Phone: J.J. 695 279 584

EXTRA HOURS SLEEP FOR ALL
Sunday 31st October 2010
A poll conducted for
the Mayor of London
revealed that over 60 per
cent of Londoners would
prefer the clocks not to
be put back in winter.
However, whether we like
it or not it’s that time
of year again and the
clocks are indeed going
back by one hour, at 2am
on Sunday 31st October
2010

Supporting the“ Community”

AMIGOS DE ALCOSSEBRE
TIENDA SOLIDARIA
“En Beneficio de Nuestro Pueblo”

Second-hand books galore – 1€ each
Clothing, bric-a-brac and more!
Libros de segundo mano
(inglés, alemán y castellano)
¡Ropa, artículos de decoración
y mucho más!
El Centro, Las Fuentes, Alcossebre

AGM:
The El Perelló Freesia Group AGM
and lunch will be at the Restaurant Casa Llambrich in l’Ampolla
on Wednesday 29th September.
For details please phone Pam on
977475000.

BOOK SIGNING

By Mandy Tara Gray

FRIENDS OF ALCOSSEBRE CHARITY SHOP

Saturday 2nd October
Saturday 16th October
Saturday 30th October

Holding an Event?

September
2010
October
2010

Tfno: 964 41 49 73

Open: 10.00h – 13:00h – Monday to Friday
Horario: 10.00h – 13:00h – De Lunes a Viernes

http://friendsofalcossebre.page.tl

M
M

FACTOR

“The M Factor”
A talent show for
Everyone who can
Sing, Dance, Juggle or
Entertain in anyway.

Auditions are to be held in in Mora,
Tarragona and the big show is planned for October / beginning of November. Email for entry
details to info@radiomoralanova.com

Norman Jay radio show on the internet
www.radiomoralanova.com.
UK Time 7 to 8pm E U Time 8 to 9pm every Wednesday

Seletive advertising Pays

Call now to book your space for the
October issue
902733622 / 618329511

Markets
Mon
Ametlla de Mar
Peniscola
Reus
Salou
Tortosa

Tuesaday

Alcossebre
Amposta
Camaries
Tarragona

Wedensday
Ampolla
Cambrils
Hospitalet
Thursday
Ametde Mar
La Cava
Deltebre

Friday

Ulldecona

Saturday

Sant Carles
Miami Playa
Taragona

Give us a call if your town holds a market you think
should be on the list Tel 902733622

www.traderlotto.com
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SELL IT!
at the Alcossebre All Year

CARBOOT SALE
2nd & 4th Saturday of
Future dates
Future dates
Every Month
October

9th - October 23rd - November 12th - November 27th

Don’t throw it away. What is no longer any use to you, may be just what someone
else is looking for. Fill your car with your unwanted goods and come along.

Stall Holders From 9.00am

Just turn up on the day,
No need to book
Supermarket
Comercial

Restaurant

5

Public from 9,30 - 2,00

EUROS A PITCH

Free Pitches for Charities and non proﬁt
making organisations
Gardens/ Zoo

Cafe
PetrolStation

Car wash

Great morning out
Make a day of it.
Cafe, Supermarket
Gardens
& Mini Zoo
Restaurant,
beach 10 mins

The BT OFFICE Find out about telephone packages available
Take a look at the amazing prices in the main store with 100s of items
Home &Garden Furniture , Gardening equipment, Gifts and lots more

Special Guest On October 9th
Author Dick Handscombe answering
all your questions about your
garden in Spain from 10,30

Km 2 Carretera Alcocebre, Alcossebre

1010 www.thetraderonline.es

EMAIL:

advertise@thetraderonline.es •

LETTING THE TRAIN
TA K E
THE STRAIN
By Paul Needle

Out and about with the Trader
What weird and wonderful locations can you
get a snap of you reading the
Trader Newspaper
Send your photos and we will publish them
and put them on the web
for you to vote for your favourite.

HulloMail™ catapults voicemail into social media: share
voicemails directly to your Facebook wall in an instant
users can now share voicemails and instant voice
messages directly onto
their Facebook wall from
within the app at the press
of a button. Friends can
then listen to the message
in a click on Facebook. This
feature provides a more
personal way to keep in
contact with friends, by alto voicemail and the social
networking
experience.
Next time you get a priceless voicemail, you can
share it with your Facebook
wall immediately; I think we
might even be the first on
the planet to make it this
easy! Voicemail will never
be the same again. Our latest Android app is the first
to have this ability; it has
also been re-worked from
the ground up and is now
a faster and more polished
experience.”
The HulloMail iPhone app
will be the next to include

ADVERTISE CALL 618329511

Boarding Eurostar on a damp wet early
morning

A

London to Spain in a day is possible. It has cost me a little over £100 and been
fun to do. But within months the journey will get easier and could make it
possible to travel from Castellon to London in a day. I will reveal more in the next
edition of the Trader.

HulloMail™ the voice messaging company, has today
announced the launch of
version 3.0 of its Android
application, which sees the
introduction of a number
of major new updates to
its smart voicemail and
instant voice messaging
app.
For the first time, HulloMail

Tel 902733622

lowing them to hear tone
of voice and real emotion
instead of simply reading
text-based posts.
Andy Munarriz, founder
and CEO, HulloMail said:
“We have made it really
easy to share voicemails
and voice messages directly with Facebook, adding a
completely new dimension
the new Facebook Share
feature – details will be announced soon.
To download HulloMail’s
free Android app, version
3.0, and get sharing, visit
The Android Market on your
mobile phone and search
for HulloMail or for further
information regarding HulloMail, visit www.hullomail.
com.

sh clouds, air traffic delays,
airport check in and security,
mid-air turbulence and cheap
flights where you scramble to find a
seat? There has to be a better way
of travelling between Britain and
Spain thought Paul Needle after
a business trip to London. For his
return he decided to travel by train
and completed the journey in 15
hours. He reports on the experiences for the Trader.
6 am - It is dark, damp and chilly
when I arrive at London’s St
Pancras International. Inside it is
warm and bright with small queues
to pass through the security and
passport checks which are handled
unobtrusively, unlike some of my
recent airport security experiences.
A moving walkway takes me up to
platform level and to my reserved
seat on board the Eurostar for
Paris.
6.55 am – The train glides away
– it takes a few seconds to realise
we are moving. We go straight into
a long tunnel emerging at Stratford International, the station that
will play a key part in the 2012
Olympics. There is a quick glimpse
of the Queen Elizabeth Bridge carrying the M25 motorway over the
Thames – or at least there would
be if it were not for the Autumn fog.
As the train accelerates to its 186
mph top speed I reflect on how
trains used to have to go slower in
fog – modern signalling and communications has changed all that.
8.59 am - (I have put my watch
forward an hour) After a 19 minute
chunter through the Channel Tunnel we are racing through France
heading for Lille and Paris. It is
quiet, smooth and comfortable
– especially with the seating in
pairs, so much more sociable than
the airlines triple seats and a far
more environmentally friendly way
to travel.
10.18 am – It is still damp and
misty when I step onto the platform
at Paris Nord and I have just an
hour to take the rapid Metro train
two stops to the Gare de Lyon
which is currently a building site.
The puddles and mud match the
day’s weather. Spirits rise as I
board the TGV (Train à Grande
Vitesse) for Perpignan.

October 2010
October
2010
Brunel built the Great Western from
Paddington to Bristol as level as a
billiard table. The TGV hammers up
mountains and streaks down the
other side without taxing its powerful electric driving motors. At 200
mph the sensation is exhilarating,
the views across the Rhone valley
are superb and I am listening to
Saint-Saens Organ Concerto on my
Ipod to savour the best France can
offer! First stop is at Valence then
Nimes, Montpellier and Beziers,
past mountains, inland lakes and
the Mediterranean before we arrive
at Perpignan, a little late, at 4.35
pm.
4. 54 pm – After a quick leg stretch
around Perpignan station forecourt
it’s all aboard a Spanish Talgo

The Talgo to take us from France into Spain
train heading for Barcelona. These
coaches have seen better days
and are a marked difference from
the luxury of the TGV. We stop at
Cerberre, the last station in France
to do a little shunting, before
the train moves slowly through a
tunnel which marks the border.
Then we ride through a half open
shed where miraculously the train
wheels are widened to fit the Spanish rail gauge – 9.5 inches broader
than France and the UK. From here
it is a slow, slow, quick, quick, slow
progress to Barcelona’s Estación
de Francia – a distance of some 95
miles covered in 3 hours (a glorious
average of 32 mph!)
8. 05 pm – I have just 55 minutes
for the two Metro trains (change at
Verdaguer) to get me to Barcelona’s biggest station Sants. This is
the most tiring and anxious part of
my trip so far.
9.00 pm – It is good to be back in
the twenty first century on a high
speed AVE, the Alta Velocidad
Española train from Barcelona to a
new station on the outskirts of Tarragona. With some more travelling
at 186 mph I arrive in just 33 minutes – half the time it takes on the
old seaside route from Tarragona
through Sitges.
9.45 pm I pick up the car for the 90
minute drive home to Alcossebre. I
have proved to myself that London
to Spain in a day is possible. It
has cost me a little over £100 and
been fun to do. But within months
the journey will get easier and
could make it possible to travel
from Castellon to London in a day. I
will reveal more in the next edition
of the Trader.

Double deck TGV ready to set off for Perpignan

11.20 am – We are threading
through the Parisian suburbs, up
the Seine valley and then with ever
increasing speed turning South
and into sunshine. Rail enthusiasts in Britain will tell you that

Spain’s AVE the shape of things to come
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Highlights
Saturday 9 October
At 7.10pm, Harry Hill’s TV Burp returns
to skewer the funniest, quirkiest and
downright silliest clips from the week’s
television. At 7.40pm, the wait is over as
The X Factor enters the live show countdown to the winner. Continues Sunday
10 October at 7.45pm. At 10.10pm, Piers
Morgan’s Life Stories returns with an indepth interview with national treasure
Barbara Windsor.

Sunday 10 October
At 9pm, Gwen’s secret is revealed, Bates
tackles his limp and Mary faces big trouble in the third episode of Downton Abbey. On ITV2 at 10pm, life imitates the
soaps in the new ten-part reality series
The Only Way Is Essex.

Highlights
Single Father Ep 1/4

Sunday 10 October
9.00-10.00pm BBC ONE
www.bbc.co.uk/drama. Suranne Jones
and David Tennant star as Sarah and
Dave in this touching dramaDavid Tennant and Suranne Jones star in Single
Father, a touching yet humorous drama
written by Mick Ford about finding love
after heartbreak.

Tuesday 12 October
At 7.30pm, Adrian Chiles presents live
coverage of England’s Euro 2012 qualifying game against Montenegro.

Wednesday 13 October
At 8pm, in Midsomer Murders, after the
success of a local boxer in a world title
fight, a subsequent planned re-enactment of a Victorian prize-fight turn nasty.

Thursday 14 October

At 9pm, a library book is all Brooks and
Devlin have to go on in the penultimate
episode of Law & Order:UK.

15% DISCOUNT

QUOTE THIS ADVERT WHEN
MAKING YOUR APPOINTMENT.

POOR ‘SKY’ RECEPTION ?
ARE YOU FED UP LOOSING YOUR FAVOURITE
PROGRAMMES ?
HAS THE WIND MOVED YOUR DISH ?

The Sat Man will check and
realign your dish & lnb
Phone Chris on
687 954 437 NOW!

*Installations from €175.00.

BT SERVICES AVAILABLE
THROUGHOUT SPAIN

BT means

BUSINESS
Running a business usually means you are receiving
the standard residential telephone services, whilst
being charged Business rates to ensure prompt
attention when there is a technical problem.

Monday 11 October
At 8pm, take an incredible, eye-opening
journey across the country in Wild Britain
With Ray Mears. At 9pm, ITV’s biggest
new drama of 2009 Whitechapel returns
with an investigation into The Krays’ copycat killings.

11
11

Film 2010

Wednesday 13 October
10.45-11.25pm BBC ONE
www.bbc.co.uk/film2010 New Film
2010 host Claudia WinklemanBBC flagship film show Film 2010 returns to BBC
One with a new look and new presenters
Claudia Winkleman and film journalist
Danny Leigh.

Michael McIntyre’s

Comedy Roadshow Ep 5/6
Saturday 16 October
9.30-10.15pm BBC ONE and BBC HD
Michael McIntyre takes his Comedy
Roadshow to the Hippodrome in Bristol as he continues to add humour to
Saturday nights. Headlining is Mighty
Boosh star Noel Fielding with additional
performances from Seann Walsh, Mike
Gunn and Hal Cruttenden.

BT understands the importance of your Business
Telecommunications, especially when it comes to
performance and price.
BT offer 3 excellent packages for small to medium
businesses, plus bespoke services for larger companies to ensure the product is specific to your business needs. In addition If you would like to improve
your Telecommications and reduce costs
contact us today with details of your requirements.
Office 2

Office 1
VPN
ADSL
INTERNENT

Inside Out Ep 1/9

Monday 18 October
7.30-8.00pm BBC ONE
John Cuthill meets the reunited Brighton
Promettes for Inside Out on BBC SouthPopular current affairs programme Inside Out returns to BBC One this week
with a nine-week run.

Gymnastics

World Championships 2010
Friday 22 October
1.00-3.00pm BBC TWO

RTC / RDSI
Back Up
Network

Bespoke Services
Mobile & Fixed Line

4 Telephones on plan 24
6 Computers Internent connection
2 RTC/RDSI Plans

Aimed at businesses with one or more offices, or home and office
in a single bill, need to have a fixed cost and control of their
communications, both telephone and Internet .
eOficina is a service package that includes three types of
components to complete your business communications

Bespoke Services for those who mean business
BT Provide Technical Support in English

Tel 902733633
ask for the Business department.
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Santa’s
little helper
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Stuck for inspiration choosing a
gift for Norman in accounts? You
won’t go far wrong with these
top Secret Santa ideas…

9

7

8

10

11
12
ecret Santa. A phrase that can strike fear into the heart of the
most hardened shopper. Buying presents for your friends
and relatives is one thing, but choosing a gift for a randomlyallocated colleague can be tiresome, especially when given a
price limit. We're here to relieve your pain. Look on it as our gift to
you this Christmas. Here's our list of what to buy, with an idea for
everyone in the office, and nothing costs more than a tenner.
For the office joker get the Football Toilet Trainer (£10) from
Jacamo. It's daft AND useful. A bit like him then. Jack Daniels
fudge (£5) in butch packaging should appeal to the bloke who
always orders a whiskey with his beer after work, while sci-fi
geeks will be thrilled with a Dr Who keyring (£4).
The grown-ups in the office will appreciate a What Do You
Know About Wine? desk calendar (£9.99), and as it's from the
British Heart Foundation you'll be giving a bit to charity too. The
Herb Growing Set (£6.97) from Wilkinson will prove popular with
the green-fingered workers.

S

Fashion-conscious babes will love Marks & Spencer's metallic
nail varnish set (£5) and a sequin lip gloss (£6) from BHS, while
the cheeky ones will have a giggle at the Christmas Cracker
pants (£8) from Ann Summers. The more sophisticated woman
will be won over with anything from White Stuff – we particularly
love the Victorian rose socks (£9.95).
Smellies are an easy gift to give. Trevor Sorbie has a Cleanse
and Refresh Duo (£6) aimed at the male market, and pretty sets
from the Body Shop are a winner too – we think its Satsuma set
(£10) is particularly appropriate for Christmas.
And then there are the slightly bonkers presents that anyone
will find amusing: a pair of wind-up meerkats (£8) from
Debenhams; Pac-Man wind-up racers (£10) from Matalan; and
crazy cat tights (£8.95) from House of Bath.
There you have it, enough Secret Santa ideas to ensure you'll
please even the fussiest colleague. Now you can relax and enjoy
the office party.

13

14
Main image opposite, BHS. Sequin
stocking £12, jewel cracker £15 for 6,
giant lollipop £5, chocolate coin mix
£1.25, sequin cushion £15, whirl lollipop
£1.50, egg chair £729.
1 BHS. Sequin lip gloss set, £6.
2 Matalan. Pacman wind up racers, £10.
3 White Stuff. Victorian Rose pattern
socks, £9.95.

4 Jacamo. Football toilet trainers £10
5 House of Bath. Cat tights, £8.95.
6 Debenhams. Wind-up meerkats, £8
for two.
7 BHS. Jack Daniels fudge box, £5.
8 British Heart Foundation (BHF).
What Do You Know About Wine? desk
calendar, £9.99.
9 Debenhams. Dr Who Keyring, £4.

10 Marks & Spencer. Essential Colours
mini nail colour collection in metallic, £5.
11 Ann Summers. Christmas cracker
briefs, £8.
12 The Body Shop. Satsuma set, £10.
13 Wilkinson. Herb growing set, enamel
tins, £6.97.
14 Trevor Sorbie. Mg Cleanse &
Refresh Duo £6.

All photography courtesy of PRshots
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Trader Classiﬁeds Now available on online.
If you missed this months issue then go to www.thetraderonline.es where you can
place your Free Classifieds for sale online Free of change*
* This applies to personal items under 500 euros. All Business related classifeds, motors cars bikes
and property do not apply please call for details 902733622
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Motor Insurance - Household Insurance – Pet Insurance – Health Insurance
“We are the largest insurers of expatriates in Spain and Portugal”
Policies and helpline in English

Tel – 964412803

Up to 6mb broadband +
400 minutes FREE calls to the UK & Europe

Line rental included!

ELEE
FWR
IRE SS
ROUTER

€
Worth 79.00

FREE 1000 mins to call your friends
on Spanish Landlines +
FREE Technical support in English
FREE Online Billing
FREE Voicemail
FREE Caller ID
FREE Caller call waiting
FREE Transfer of your existing number
FREE Panda Antivirus
Line rental only 13,97 per month
Adios Telefonica Hello BT

Only

56,87€
PER MONTH

+
10€ off
Plus I.V.A

Every Month
for the 1st 6 months

English speaking technical department. Answer phone in English. No Hidden Extras
BT Mobile internet and Telephone Services available start saving NOW!

Now you have a choice with BT in Spain

Tel 902733633
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8. What do William
Shakespeare, Michael
Faraday and Edward
Elgar have in
common?

4. Which small instrument
of the harpsichord family
is played on the lap or on
a table?

NONAGRAM

26

S
EACH number in our Cross Code grid represents a
different letter of the alphabet. You have three letters
in the control grid to start you off. Enter them in the
appropriate squares in the main grid, then use your
knowledge of words to work out which letters should
go in the missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the
same number in the main grid and control grid. Check
off the alphabetical list of letters as you identify them.

7. What is the capital of
the Eurasian country
of Georgia?

3. Which European country
has a flag with three
vertical stripes of blue,
yellow and red?

18

O

6. Which actor and
singer married Melanie
Griffith in 1996?

2. Which saint’s day falls on
December 26?

9

N

HOW many words of four
letters or more can you make
from this Nonagram? Each
word must use the central
letter, and each letter may be
used only once. At least one
word using all nine letters can
be found.

9. What colour
represents the Central
Line on London
Underground maps?
10. In which city of the
USA is the Rose Bowl
stadium?

Melanie Griffith –
see Question 6

M I

I

T H A
E N S

RE
RO

IU

RN

RS
ER

AO

BS

TI

UA

TS
LE

HE

NE

LS

9

9

10
11

13
13

SPELL out a 15-letter word or phrase by moving
from one chamber to another within the pyramid.
You may only enter each of the chambers once and
may only proceed through
openings
in
the walls. The first letter may
appear
in
any of the chambers.

LE

C

ANSWERS TO THE PUZZLES
AND CROSSWORDS ON THIS
PAGE WILL APPEAR IN THE
NEXT EDITION.

I
T

P
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15
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M

H

19
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18

20

19

22

21

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Excited that chick
endlessly with idle talk (8)

2. He is almost sure to take
after his father (4)

6. Heart or complete body,
say (4)

3. Put on broadcast while
travelling very fast (3-2)

8. Organic bean? (6)

4. Rustic’s eyes had been
averted (7)

9. Undo the links binding
Puck in confusion (6)

7. Had another ride
reconstituted (8)

Perform the first calculation in each line first and
ignore the mathematical law which says you
should always perform division and multiplication
before addition and subtraction.

10
12

11
1

2

3
2

0

3
1

MAGIC SQUARE
WE DREW
EVERY ELDER
USING all 16 letters of the phrase
above, form four words each of four
letters which will fit in the grid to form
a magic square in which the words
can be read both horizontally and
vertically.

15. Stiff card will stick on the
table (10)

11. How the burglar
interrupts (6,2)

19. Demanding silver cover
inside (6)

13. Love isn’t an object (7)

17. Abandon the trench (5)
22. Fiddles with springs
where playthings are sold 18. Fall heavily and be a
(8)
failure (4)

QUICK CROSSWORD
1

2

3

4

SUDOKU

Easy

5

5

6

7

8
9

10
11

10

12

13
14
20

10

14

12

17

18

21

26

THERE is just one simple rule in Sudoku. Each row and each column must contain the
numbers 1 to 9, and so must each 3 x 3 box. This is a logic puzzle, and you should not need to guess.

16. Bay reaches great height
(5)

21. Second poor horse finds
obstacle (4)

19

A

14. Gossip ears pick up in
the grass (7)

20. Pay what is owed for the
seat (6)

16

M
T

17

20

15

22

24

A

15

16

23

25
22

23

SUDOKU

14

14. Possesses half the score
to go quickly (6)

E
R

12

6. Evergreen island, say (7)

Any word found in the Concise Oxford Dictionary (Tenth Edition) is
eligible with the following exceptions: proper nouns; plural nouns,
pronouns and possessives; third person singular verbs; hyphenated
words; contractions and abbreviations; vulgar slang words; variant
spellings of the same word (where another variant is also eligible).

WORD PYRAMID

7

12. Had a good press
perhaps (6)

Guidelines: 18 Good; 24 Very Good; 30 Excellent.

S
DS

8

6

PLACE a different arithmetical sign
(add, subtract, multiply, divide) in
each circle so that the total of each
line across and down is the same.

TE
AI

5

THE EQUALISER

4
LA

4

5. Suspension of hostilities
during the curtain-raiser!
(5)

3
ZB

3

10. Favour prior claim (10)

FIVE ALIVE
HERE are two
miniature fivesquare crosswords
using the same
grid – but the
letters have been
mixed up. You
have to work out
which letters
belong to which
crossword.

2

12

1. What is the emblem of
Britain’s National Trust for
Places of Historic Interest
or Natural Beauty?

5. What is the name of the
handyman in the musical
The Rocky Horror Show?

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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32
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Hard

7 1
5 6 8
2
7
1
3 5 1
7
6
9 6 4
8
3
1
1 8 6
5
3
4
7 1 4 5 9
2
4
7
6
9

7
4 8
3
9 6
6
4
3
8
1
9
5
2 4

34

5
7
8
1

9
1
2
5
2
1
7

31

35

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Salad vegetable (8)
5. Biblical prophet (4)
9. Monarch (7)
10. Chasm (5)
11. Gratuity (3)
12. Angel (6)
15. Slack (5)
17. Ancient harp (4)
19. Pass (6)
22. Evaluate (6)
24. Speak (4)
26. Interior (5)
27. Antenna (6)
30. Charged particle (3)
32. Relieved (5)
33. Uproar (7)
34. Streetcar (4)
35. Relating to sculpture (8)

1. Masticate (4)
2. Thicket (5)
3. ----- Callas, opera singer (5)
4. Coarse (6)
6. Post with ribbons (7)
7. State of uncertainty (8)
8. Italian city (6)
13. Tear (3)
14. Entreaty (4)
16. Reserved (8)
18. Garden tool (4)
20. Memory loss (7)
21. Pace (6)
23. Glide on snow (3)
25. Surgical instrument (6)
28. Respond (5)
29. Odour (5)
31. Military force (4)
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Hidden Behind the Walls
Morella
By Derek Workman

You can imagine invaders in
days of yore, when first setting eye on Morella, thinking,
“Hmmm...this is going to be a
bit of a bugger!” From its vantage point high in the Montes
de Vallivana, in what is now
the northern tip of Castellón Province, the inhabitants
would be unlikely to be taken
by surprise, given that barely
a rabbit, never mind a horde
of mucky medieval conquistadores, could move on the
plains around it without being
spotted. Those who did get
up close and dangerous still
had to scale the town’s stout
outer defence wall before battling mano-a-mano through
the narrow higgledy-piggledy
streets to the castle on top of
its rocky mound, standing like
a nipple on the breast of maid
who’s pretty determined not to
be conquered. Best to just give
up and pick on somewhere
smaller.
It’s the medieval town within
the city walls that makes Morella such a joy to visit. Very few
towns have the same sense
of history that you experience
wandering through the narrow cobbled alleyways, and it
takes no great leap of the imagination to find yourself going
back over half a millennium
to the times when only horses
and carts rattled through the
streets (although you would
have had to avoid the night soil
that would have been slung
out of the windows above!).
The centre stage of Morellan social life is the porticoed
Calle Blasco de Alagón, beneath whose colonnaded
walkways much of the hither
and thither of the city’s life has
taken place since it was built
in the 13th century. In 1257
Jaime I authorised the building of fifty workshops and the
original structure and layout
would be recognised by him if
he were to saunter along the
street today, but where once
were workshops, now stand
restaurants and some of the
many delis and fabric shops
that the town is famous for. As
you wander up the street, have

a glance at the stone columns
and you will see that they
don’t follow any specific architectural order, almost as if
they’ve been picked up at the
‘historical stone pillar’ section
at the local B&Q, as and when.
There are square ones, round
ones, octagonal ones, fat,
slim, tall and short. There are
even some Romanesque ones
with small carved heads, and
where they aren’t exactly the
same height to keep the floor
level, the builder has simply
stuck an extra piece of wood in
or hacked a chunk out to make
them fit – and we think we invented reclamation!
Wander up the steep, twisting
streets and you will eventually
come to the Basilica de Santa
María la Mayor, the splendid
14th century centre of religious life, with its twin Gothic
doors opening off a peaceful
small plaza. Described by the
Marquis de Lozoya, in his Historia del Arte Hispánico as the
most beautiful Gothic church
in the entire ancient reign of
Valencia, it certainly comes up
to scratch for the ecclesiastical history-minded.
Meander even further up-hill
and you come to the Royal
Convent of San Francisco
– or at least what’s left of it
– through whose beautiful
cloistered arches you can see
the castillo. The castle is very
impressive from a distance
but after you’ve struggled up
the steep slope on a steaming
afternoon after a good lunch,
quite frankly, wonder why you
bothered. There’s nothing
to see except some restored
stonework and signs telling you
that what buildings are left are
actually from the mid-1850’s.
Still, the stunning views over
the Sierras de Ares are worth
the €1.50 entrance fee and
the climb will work of a couple
of hundred calories.
You can really only do so much
history before succumbing to
the hearty grub that is the real
delight of any visit to Morella.
Truffle is king, and the town is
full of wonderful delis where

you can pick up small jars of
the little black gems to titivate
your taste-buds when you get
back home. In February the
town hosts the Jornadas Gastronomicas de la Trufa, a gastronomy fair where the restaurants try to outdo each other
with culinary delights based on
the expensive tuber. You could
well get the opportunity to try
truffle brandy, made by leaving
a half kilo of truffles in five litres
of brandy for two years, which
results in a very peculiar – but
pleasant – flavour, that bears
no resemblance to anything
you’ve ever drunk before.
It’s also worth trying tronchon,
a hard sheep’s milk cheese
which originate in a small village just over the border into
Teruel. It has an excellent
strong flavour and is served in
razor thin slices that melt on
the tongue. Cecina or Jamon
Ternera is made from beef and
has a slightly richer flavour and
darker colour than Jamon Serrano. It is also stringier and
oozes juice – if that’s possible
with a dried meat! Vegetarians
or otherwise should try the setas de cerdo silvestres, thick
chopped local mushrooms
cooked with ajo tiernos, garlic
shoots, which, apart from truffles, are probably nature’s best
fungi friends. Thick and juicy,
they have the texture of a good
steak.
To round off a meal you will
inevitably be offered gujada,
a desert of milk, sugar and
sheep’s cheese flavoured with
artichoke flowers. Soft and
creamy with a yoghurt-like
texture it is a delightful culmination to a robust mountain
meal.

used to be performed before
medieval tournaments and
jousts. The fiesta honours the
Virgin of Vallivana, the town’s
patron saint, who was said to
have saved the residents from
the plague in 1672. A mixture
of religious passion and profane joy it is staged in the last
ten days of August, but just
so locals don’t have to wait
the full six years, the Anunçi
takes place the year before,
with a parade of historical carriages and plenty of partying.
For the next year locals spend
their spare time making the
extraordinary paper tapestries
that line the streets during the
Sexennial.
Even if you don’t want to wait
six years for a big street party
– and you need to book a couple of years in advance to get
a bed – Morella is a splendid
place to visit either for a couple of days or to use as a base
to discover the beautiful mountains of the Maestrazco and
the historic towns of Teruel.
To discover more about Spain,
visit www.derekworkman-journalist.com and http://derekworkman.wordpress.com.
http://valpaparazzi.wordpress.com are random notes
about life in Spain.
Derek Workman’s books, Inland Trips from the Costa Blanca and Small Hotels and Inns
of Eastern Spain are available
from most good books shops
or direct from the publisher,
Santana Books, www.santanabooks.com or Tel. 95 248
5838.

As with every Spanish town,
Morella has a fair amount
of fiestas, but for its most
important affair partygoers
are made to wait. The Sexennial is, as its name suggests,
held every six years, and is
announced by the dance Els
Tomers, more a lot of acrobatic leaping than a soft shoe
shuffle, and said to date back
to Renaissance times, and
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Spanish property market update,
by Mark Paddon
Building Surveyor

A

s a surveyor in Spain I am able to
witness what is truly going on in the
property market (at least from Castellon
to Murcia including the popular Costa
Blanca towns and inland areas) so here
is my ‘man on the ground’ assessment
for the end of 2010, based on real sales
and real buyer /vendor trends.
Sales:- The most reputable and typically well established estate agents have
proved to survive the crisis. It seems that
those agents that jumped on the band
wagon during the boom, have fallen off
it just as quickly and it clearly takes a
professional and ethical approach to
stay in business through economic ups
and downs. Survivors report to be quite
busy in recent months and this is not just
agent hype. I have personally witnessed
that there are still buyers out there,
though all are seeking and generally getting bargains and many are focused on
Costa Blanca towns such as Javea and
Moraira.
Popular property:- The 2009 trends of
preferred property types have continued through 2010. Inland rustic casitas
and older townhouses requiring renovation (once very popular) are generally
avoided, as are off-plan developments
and part finished new builds (though it
is worth bearing in mind that with such
a shortage of interest, there are some
exceptional deals to be had in these categories, including rent before you buy
options). Buyers are generally opting for
established villas or quality apartments
in good urbanised locations nearer to
the coast. As there are plenty of these
properties on the market, serious buyers
(especially the deposit ready cash type)
are able to strike a good deal. I would
personally have no qualms about investing in Spanish property now.

Outlook:- The remaining months of 2010
are set to see a continued flow of bargain hunters, such that it is possible that
some buyer competition may return in an
effort to secure the best value property
examples. I witnessed a 3 bedroomed
villa on a 950m2 plot, with no significant
structural issues and walking distance
from the beach at Moraira sell for just
€200k in September. That is exceptional
but nonetheless does happen, so don’t
rule any areas out just because you assume them to be pricey.
Unfortunately for vendors of average or
substandard properties in mediocre locations, even severe price slashing might
not secure a buyer and hence sitting out
the downturn might be a better policy
than selling out too cheap.

Buyer Types:- The typical northern European buyer is retired or within a few
years of retirement (an ever growing
sector). Compared to 5 years ago, very
few families are currently able to move
to Spain. The oversight by many Spanish
developers that astute retiring couples
and native buyers have never dreamed
of owning a grey fronted small apartment with no terraces, has meant that
such properties sit empty in most Spanish towns and villages. They are equally
of little use to the occasional family that
might start a new life here.
Deal making:- British vendors could until
very recently accept lower prices due to
the weaker pound (though slight recovery has occurred), negotiating tensions
are typically high! Often vendors are
quite justified in sticking to their reduced
price, and not making further concessions even when defects are present.
Unfortunately for the vendors there is
however fierce competition, most buyers have other options and a bad vendor
attitude will quickly loose a sale. If you
are selling, try to approach the task leaving any personal issues aside. You may
face financial difficulties, have suffered
a bereavement, ill health or relationship
breakdown, but you will have to understand that this simply sends ‘desperate’
positive signals to the astute buyer and
they may well insult you with their first offer. On the other hand if you are a buyer
in a strong cash position, don’t lose the
perfect property for the sake of being too
greedy. Some advertised prices are already good ‘no offers’ deals and actually
reflect the current market and condition.
It’s important however not to be blinkered by price alone, not all low priced
properties make investment sense and
there are many seriously defective properties, or examples with illegal extensions or other legal discrepancies. In the
current market, there is no excuse for
buying the wrong property in Spain and
all buyers should stick to the common
sense purchasing rules of good location
whilst having the legal and structural issues independently checked by professionals, even when a property seems to
be a giveaway.
A free 15 page property buyer’s guide is
available through my website.
NB:- Information for advice purposes
only. Proper legal and safety procedures
should be followed for all property purchases and building works.
Information provided by Mark Paddon
BSc Hons Building Surveying. MCIOB,
Structural Surveys, purchase and defects advice throughout Castellon - Valencia- Alicante – Murcia - Spain. (Expert
witness reporting is also available for the
owners of defective properties). www.
surveysspain.com
T: 962807247 M: 653733066
Copyright- Mark Paddon 2010
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Statistics reveal British
motivations for buying
property in Spain
Figures
recently
released by British
developer Taylor
Wimpey de España
point to changing
trends for those
purchasing
in
Spain. Traditionally
known for being
one of the top retirement destinations, the statistics
reveal that Spain
is now attracting
younger couples
and families. It
is also confirmed
that one of the
most popular hobbies whilst on the
Costas is golf.
This year so far,
80% of buyers
are aged between
30 and 55 years
of age, with only
19% of purchases
coming from the
over 55s. This
compares
with
68% and 31% respectively in 2009
which
suggests
that more families
are looking to own
in the Mediterranean favourite.
The proportion of
those looking for a
holiday residence
or a second home
has gone up to 75
per cent, which
was below 70
per cent in previous years and the
number of people
looking for a home
in which to retire
has dropped down
to 4% to reflect the
decrease in over
55 buyers. Interestingly, despite
the economic down
turn the numbers
of those investing in the Spanish
property market
has held steady
at 13% from 15%
in the last couple
of years. We can
extrapolate from
this that Spain
has always been
a popular destination for investors
and the interest
is still there from
buyers looking to
make the most of

the reduced prices
and turnkey stock
in prime locations.
Since 2007 however, property budgets have reflected
the reduction in
disposable income
for Brits. Today
72% of buyers
purchase a home
costing between
€150,000
and
€250,000 whereas in 2007 this
figure was nearly
half that and 45%
spent
between
€250,000
and
€350,000. Today
only 20% are looking to spend this
amount and only
5% are prepared to
spend more than
€350,000. Typically, 60% of buyers
look to purchase
two bedroom properties, with around
40% desiring three
bedrooms.
The figures on the
pastimes in which
the English like
to partake when
abroad also make
for
interesting
reading and partly
explains why Brits
flock to certain
parts of the country. The statistics
show that most
English people love
the Balearic Islands including the
hotspot Mallorca.
45% opted for this
popular
holiday
destination
and
their golf courses,
stunning weather,
classy
beaches
and high class
shops. The pull
for visitors is very
strong with around
23 million passengers passing
through the Palma
de Mallorca Airport
annually and an
additional 1.5 million arriving by sea.
The Costa del Sol
comes very close
with 41%. Taylor
Wimpey de España
has a stronghold in
the popular Marbella region of the

Costa del Sol, they
are one of the only
developers launching new product
after selling out of
their other developments. It would
seem the prime
locations are still
as popular as ever
and good property in excellent
locations still sell
regardless of the
economic climate.
Golf, by an overwhelming majority
is the hobby that
draws the English
to the Costas, with
a whopping 78
per cent placing it
top of their list. According to recent
surveys, at least
80,000
golfers
from around the
globe visit Mallorca to play annually.
Over the last couple of years however, other hobbies
have also started
to prick the interest
of the English, with
hill walking, water
sports and tennis
being increasingly
regarded as important holiday home
activities. The consistent demand for
outdoor activities
has helped to ensure that resorts
offer excellent facilities for visitors
and owners alike.
Victor
Sague,
Sales & Marketing
Director of Taylor
Wimpey de España
comments, “The
figures extracted
from our client database of buyers
between 2007 and
2010 show clearly
that more and
more families are
looking to Spanish
hotspots like Mallorca or the Costa
del Sol for holiday
and second homes,
with two bedroom
properties for under
€250,000
appearing to be
the most popular
choice. The range
of outdoor sport-
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ing activities, golf
facilities and water
sports, with high
class restaurants,
bars and shops,
has always been a
huge pull for Northern Europeans to
Spain, along with
the relaxed way
of life, warm year
round climate and
the beautiful Mediterranean Sea. We
of course seek to
only provide homes
that our clients demand so I recommend
Pollentia
Mar in Mallorca for
those seeking their
own slice of Spanish life that ticks all
the boxes.”
Pollentia
Mar,
Puerto Pollensa,
Mallorca
Pollentia
Mar
located in the
seaside town of
Puerto
Pollença
is a two and three
bedroom
apartment complex, just
50 meters from
the beach and Pollensa’s famous Voramar promenade.
Mallorca and its
north coast has
a variety of very
good golf courses
and almost every
view from the area
incorporates the
spectacular view
of the Sierra Tramontana mountain
range or the beautiful bay of Pollença.
Pollença is just 35
minutes from Palma de Mallorca.
These properties
are available now
from €220,000.
Contact
Taylor
Wimpey
España
today on 08000
121 020 or visit
w w w. t ay l o r w i m peyspain.com for
more information.
If you reside outside of the UK you
will need to call 00
34 971 706 244.
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Boot camp
Fall in line with this winter’s
military-inspired look for men.
here will be no excuse for
anything less than a
perfectly polished look
this winter as menswear
gets its marching orders.
Which means it’s time
for fellas to wave
goodbye to scruffy chic
and salute a smart new
military look.
Last time this trend made
an appearance it was all about
top brass tailoring in red and
black. However, this season’s spin
on the look is much more rank and
file, with khaki jackets, cargo pants and boots
being the order of the day. So, let’s get down to
the essential bits of kit.
First, sign up for your military-inspired jacket.
River Island has gone for an authentic look with its
cropped vintage style Maverick coat, while TK
Maxx has also opted for army surplus style
(£49.99). House of Fraser’s Burberry Brit trench
coat (£595) has a real military pedigree, while
New Look has a more relaxed take on the look with
this casual brass-buttoned wool jacket (£50).
Team your jacket with jeans or, for the full effect,
some of this winter’s cargo pants (Matalan £20).
Granddad shirts (Next £20), cable-knit sweaters
(Matalan £22) and khaki gilets (George at Asda £10)
are other easy ways to bring an element of the look
to your wardrobe.
But the perfect way to really parade this trend has
to be with some army-inspired boots. You can take
your pick of the high street, but we love
Office’s Sergeant boots
(£91.99), Next’s check-tops
(£65), Dune’s smart brown
Cento boots, or Matalan’s real
army-a-likes (£30). Wear with
jeans tucked in and your new
military jacket buttoned up
smart (Burton jeans £36,
boots £90) and you’ll soon
be heading up the
style ranks.

17
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5

6

1 Burton. Military Coat, £75, long-sleeve
waffle grandad, £15, washed five-pocket
jean, £36, fingerless gloves, £6, grey leather
holdall, £80, high-top leather boots, £90.
2 Dune. Cento boots, £110.
3 Matalan. High-leg military boots, £30.
4 George at ASDA. Men's khaki
gilet, £10.

T

5 Next. Grandad top,
£20.
6 Matalan. Waffle
button neck sweater,
£22.
7 TK Maxx. Green
coat, £49.99.
8 Matalan. Lee
Cooper belted
cargo trousers,
£20.

8

7

9 Next. Checktop high boots,
£65.

9

10 Office. ATM
Sergeant lace
boot, £91.99.
11 House of
Fraser. Linea
charcoal cable
knitted jumper,
£49, Paul Smith
grey Fairisle jumper,
£125, Burberry Brit
khaki trench coat,
£595, Umbro grey
chinos, £50.

10

12 New Look. Grey retro
cable crew, £30, khaki wool
jacket, £50, jeans, £28.

11

12

13

13 River Island. Maverick
jacket, Raymond cardigan,
Indie Rock T, Ralph chino,
Hank backpack.

3
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Business Feature

D

id you know that
when
filming
Braveheart Mel Gibson shipped in crate
after crate of Avon
Skin So Soft to use
on both the crew and
the horses in order
to repel the hoards
of midges they were
subjected to in Scotland ?
Or that our soldiers
take it out to Afghanistan, Iraq and
other mosquito ridden places? ( My
sons’ one of them
but don’t tell him I
told you.) When diluted and used on
horses it is good for
getting rid of Sweet
Itch ? No well there
you go, neither do a
lot of other people.
Ding Dong Avon Calling, how many times
have I heard that
over the years. Avon
ladies have always
been a bit of a joke

with many, portrayed
in films (Edward Scissorhands) as blonde
airheads with their
little attaché case full
of strange potions,
lotions and face
paint ! But in reality
they are far from it.
In fact the first Avon
Lady was a man.
A young American
entrepreneur David
McConnell had been
traipsing door to door
(or wagon to wagon)
trying to sell books
to the hardened
pioneers of the wild
west when in 1886
he eventually realised that the ladies
involved much preferred the perfume
he was offering as a
free gimmick to the
actual encyclopaedias. He formed the
California Perfume
Company. This was
so popular he soon
needed help with his

Could Your business benefit from a Business Feature in November....... Call for details
sales and signed up
his first representative Mrs Albee, many
representatives later in 1937 the Avon
Products company
was formed.
Now in its 73rd
year Avon is still going from strength to
strength worldwide.
Almost
everyone
has heard of Avon,
widely
advertised
on TV the products
are second to none.
Everything is backed
by a full ‘money back
guarantee’
something unheard of in
the cosmetic retail
world. The brochures
which come out every few weeks contain
a vast selection of
cosmetics, skin care,
jewellery, lingerie all
at very reasonable
prices.
I started with Avon
over 30yrs ago (as
a child of course !!!)
first in Germany, then

UK and now Spain. I
love the products
and I love getting out
and about meeting
new people. I work
the hours I please
and I earn as much
or as little as I like
depending on how
much I want to put in.
This is not a difficult
task Avon sells itself,
I leave a catalogue
for a day or so then
pop back and collect
it or telephone my
customers for their
orders, a few days
later it is delivered to
me and I go out and
deliver the goods,
collect the money
and hey ho off I go
again. There is not
a lot of paperwork or
admin involved and
it is not vital to speak
Spanish.
Gentlemen did you
know there is a new
film in the making
called Avon Man
about a car sales
man who loses his

job and becomes an
Avon representative, all
the ladies fall in love
with him, he becomes
the top sales man and
has a great time getting

there.
OK it’s a comedy
and it’s a film but
they must have got
it from somewhere.

If you would like to know more about Avon, look
at a brochure or more information on any of the
products give me a call on 647368322 or
email jaineinspain@msn.com
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Concrete Paving Slabs
Circle 900mm 50€
Circle 1800mm 90€
Circle 3000mm 150€
Slabs 225x225 0.90€
225x450 1.20€
450x450 1.90€

Scollop Circle 2.50€
Log Circle 2.50€ :
Capping 1.20€.
Capping Corner
1.60€: Rolled Edge
1.50 €
Free Delivery within 15km.
L, Aldea Area

Tel 692759276
Tel 692751488

MOVERS
Spain-Uk-Spain
Regular trips
Full load, ½ load,
part load
Deliveries and
Collections in spain
Free estimate
Tel : 666810338

Speedy Service
Assured

European Delivery and Collection
Tel - Spain 0034 962 132 441
Mob - Spain 0034 630 730283
Mob - UK 07903 031 048
Mail - eurovan@hotmail.co.uk
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PRIVATE PROPERTY WHEN DID YOU LAST HAVE A VIEWING?

SALES in Spain

BELLUS, VALENCIA
189,000

ONTINYENT, VALENCIA
340,000

INCREASE YOUR SELLING CHANCES..... D.I.Y
Business Premises
For rent

Business premises and
living accommodation for
sale in the sought after
historic quarter of Xativa.
Situated in a busy pedestrian street en route to
the twice weekly Xativa
market. Rare freehold opportunity and is suitable
for multiple purposes.

Fantastic Villa with 4 bedrooms on a plot
of 18,000m2. Minutes from the village
and 30 minutes from Gandia and the
beach. Investmnt opportunity for a place
n the sun or holiday rental business.

Mr & Mrs Norwood
(0034) 962293271 699758557.

ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah, 10,000m2 plot. Landscaped gardens, private forest area, large Driveway
parking for 5+ cars, almond orchard, 10 x 5 filtered
pool. On two levels, down stairs, 2 bedroom Bathroom, American style kitchen dinner lounge. Upper
level 4 bedrooms, Kitchen breakfast room. Large
lounge and terrace. Bathroom. swimming pool 10 x 5
filtered with Roman steps. Valued at 475,000 –asking Price 320,000€ Tel Lou 618329511

Email anne.harris48@yahoo.co.uk

The property offers 50m2 over 4 floors. In need of
total refurbishment but we are informed the roof
has been replaced within the last 3 years.
Tel 964412563

FOR RENT

INDUSTRIAL UNIT
IN XATIVA, poligono Cami Estret, Near Eroski, 2 elevatiing
doors, 400m2 1400 euos a month

Tel 696476429

• How it works
•
•
•
•

You take the enquires
You do the viewings
You agree the sale
You Save 1000’s of
Euros
• And increase the
chance of selling your
property

Benefits

If you don´t have to consider agents fees
which amount to 5 or 6 % of the selling price.
You can reduce the price of the property. A reduction of 5000 euros or more on the advertised price can make the difference between
a client viewing or not in the first place. More
viewings, means more chance of selling. Plus
for just 200 euros you can be sure your property will be seen in print and on the web every
month until it is sold. Call today 618329511

Where is your local agent advertising your property,,,leave nothing to chance........ D.I.Y
ALCOSSEBRE, CASTELLON
159,000

XATIVA, VALENCIA
285,000
•
•
•
•

5 Bedroom House with Swimming pool
and Garage. 4 Double Bedrooms, 1 Single.
150m2 Build, 7000m2 Fenced Plot. Bright
spacious property with a good size kitchen.
Garage suitable for conversion into a flat
for relatives or rental income. Solar Power
* no electricity bills. just 10 mins drive from
beaches Contact

Large property tastefully reformed to high standard, Lots of
extras. Must be seen
3 Bedrooms, Reception ,
Lounge, American style kitchen
with Island, Pool Bar.
Office, Garages Store. 2 pools

Town House Vall De
Gallinera, ALICANTE 99,000

GENOVES, VALENCIA
249.000

Property Sell or Exchange considered in the Chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire).
Contact Mrs Scutt on

96 6406505

Susan Tel 634153664

3 bedrooms
Ensuite x 2. Swimming pool
Lounge, Dinning room Kitchen
store rooms pond gardens.

Carol Tel 0034 634154280

Mandy TEL 698201986
mad_mandy_666@hotmail.com

SELL YOUR PROPERTY DIY IT WITH www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
MURCIA
RODA GOLF & BEACH RESORT

PLA DE CORALS VALENCIA
490,000

Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home
with 2 bathrooms and private terrace. Floor
area of 95 m². Ground floor property with
private underground car park and storage room included in the price. Communal
swimming pools and lifts.

Tel Vincens 696 476 429

Set in plot of 5000m2 with
497m2 of construction.
Looking for something unique and special in
a property contact 634153664

CATALUNYA
180,000

BENIDORM, ALICANTE
frontline 320,000

Catalunya. Semi -Detached Bungalow

10 metres from Poniente beach with uninterrupted views acroos the entire bay. Apartment
block set in private secure grounds with swimming pool , lawns , basketball and play areas.
Underground parking space + 2 individual locked
store rooms. ( Further parking space and 2 stores
available if required)Fantastic Investment opportunity rarely available in this residential block Tel
634153664

PRICE 160,000 euros
Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool,
Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.

Alan Richardson
(0034) 977270968 or
627008302

See you property in print and on the web Tel 618329511
100 € for 6 months or take up our special offer of 200€ until sold*.
*i.v.a not included. Price changes and amendments to contact details can be made during the booked period. The client is responsible to confirm continued advertising is required after 12 months
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I don´t believe it!

O

n December 9th 2010
Coronation Street will
celebrate it’s 50th anniversary and go down
in television history as
the world’s longest running drama serial.
The show, a story of the everyday lives
of ordinary folk, living in a northern town
called Weatherfield, was created by a
young scriptwriter called Tony Warren.
It first screened live at 7pm on Friday 9th
December 1960 and changed the face
of British television forever. It has been
captivating audiences and proving a ratings success ever since.
The award winning soap has gone on to
be home to a wealth of acting talent, for
both regular cast members and a whole
host of guest artists. The series is also
renowned for launching the career of
some of the country’s most famous actors.
Over the years viewers have laughed,
cried and shared the highs and lows of
the characters brought to life in their
front room. Coronation Street’s unique
blend of heart warming comedy and
powerful drama always remaining at the
forefront of it’s programming.
To celebrate the 50th Anniversary,
the UK’s favourite Astrologer and TV
Presenter Russell Grant has revealed
the Horoscopes for some of the characters (based on their on screen date
of birth)and also the birth of the show
(based on the first transmission date):
Coronation Street Horoscope
Born on 9th December 1960 7pm with
Mars in Cancer driving this venture, Coronation Street got the formula of focusing on the everyday lives, relationships
and families of working class people
spot on, from the very start. Performed
and broadcast just like a stage play, the
Moon in Leo was to bring drama and entertainment into the homes of millions

Tel 902733622
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Keep an eye out for Spanish eye

EXPATRIATE Nik Morton’s
tenth book is just out
- Spanish Eye has been
published by Solstice
Publishing as an e-book.
The book is bound to appeal to readers on the
Costas as it’s set in this
area and features 21
tales from Leon Cazador,
Private Investigator.
Leon Cazador is halfEnglish,
half-Spanish
and wholly against the
ungodly.
Read his tales and glean
insight into his past and
the people with whom
he rubbed shoulders; his
connections run wide and
deep. Dive into his fascinating stories, based on
real events.
Cazador translated into
English means hunter.
“The Spanish sounds
less pretentious, I think,”
he says. He is indeed a
man driven to hunt down
felons of all kinds, to
redress the balance of
good against evil.
Sometimes, Cazador op-

Elephant Poo popular in York
York is famous for many things, such as
its Roman Walls and the Jorvick Viking
Centre.
But now the area has also been revealed
to be the biggest buyer of elephant and
rhino poo.
The odd statistic has been revealed by
ShinyShack.com, who sells both as part of
its range of unusual gift ideas.
Elephant Poo In A Box is sold as a novelty
item for growing an angel rose, while Rhino Poo in a Box allows the owner to grow a
banana plant.
Both use treated waste supplied by UK safari parks and zoos, to make them germfree and odourless, without damaging the
nutrients.
However, after an audit of their online
sales in preparation for Christmas, managing director Tamer Shafik noticed that
the elephant poo boxes sold twice as well
in the York post code area as anywhere
else in the UK.
“It’s naturally a surprise that any single
area should see such strong sales over
any other, but as we were looking through
our product sales to date, we noticed this
very clear spike in sales of Elephant Poo in
a box associated with YO post codes.
“It is a popular product, because it has
such a surprise factor. It’s among the sort
of quirky gifts no one expects, but because
of its good nature, it’s unlikely to offend.
The surprise for us is that it is so popular
in any specific area.”
ShinyShack reports that to date just over
15% of its boxes of elephant and rhino poo
shipped to York.
“We’re hoping to extend that over the
Christmas and New Year period.”
Swindon and Portsmouth were both the
next popular destinations for poo in a box,
with these areas buying in 8% and 7% of
all poo sales respectively.

•

PUMPKIN SOUP

4 servings
INGREDIENTS
Loseley Butter 25g (1oz)
Onion 1, peeled and chopped
Carrot 1, peeled and chopped
Peeled Pumpkin 350g (12oz),
roughly chopped
Milk 750ml (1 ¼ pints)
Salt and freshly ground black
pepper
Natural Yoghourt 150g (5oz)

of viewers for fifty years and counting. To
climb the ladder of success it helps to
be able to see where you’re going and
thanks to the Sun and Mercury in Sagittarius, its many hundreds of excellent
writers have always had an eye on the
next target. This chart’s strong Cancerian influence constantly brings up reminders of the past with actors paying
regular revisits to the Rovers Return.
This creates a strong sense of continuity
that over the years has made the show
as real to its fans as their own lives.
Character Horoscopes
Ken - Libra
Ken ultimately seeks peace and anything
for a quiet life but hasn’t been immune
to the physical laws of attraction in his
time. Secretly attracted to women with a
dramatic flair, it is his long-suffering wife
Deirdre he always returns to. She may
not always meet up to his sophisticated
sensibilities but he always knew they
would grow old together.
Deirdre - Cancer
Deirdre has had to accept some degree
of frustration as the trade-off for having a husband who she knows she can
rely on. Verbal interaction between the
pair is not a good indicator of the close
emotions shared. Nine times out of ten
they’re at odds with each other but emotionally there is a tolerable bond. Deirdre
yearns for more romance in her life Ken
does too but their needs are different
and somehow they just never seem to
connect, romantically.
David - Sagittarius
David Platt has a fascinating way of not
doing the predictable thing. Not everyone has seen his devious side which
can go undetected for long spells when
things are going his way but what he
does not tolerate well is when all seems
to be against him. With a lot of Capricorn
in his chart he is ambitious and wants to
do well for himself but he is also spoiled

erates in disguise under
several aliases, among
them Carlos Ortiz Santos, a modern day Simon
Templar. He combats
drug-traffickers,
grave
robbers, al-Qaeda infiltrators and conmen. Dodgy
Spanish developers and
shady expat Englishmen
face his wrath, while
traders in human beings,
stolen vehicles and endangered species meet
their match. Kidnappers,
crooked mayors and conniving Lotharios come
within his orbit of ire.
In his adventurous life,
he has witnessed many
travesties of justice so,
as a private investigator,
he uses his considerable
skills to right wrongs in
the most clever and unexpected of ways. Leon
Cazador fights injustice
in all its forms and often metes out his own
rough justice. It’s what
he does.
Nik Morton started writing Cazador’s stories in

METHOD
1. Melt the Loseley butter in a
large, lidded saucepan and add
the onion and carrot. Cook gently
to the boil, then reduce the heat,
cover and simmer for 30 minutes, until all the vegetables are
soft but not brown.
2. Add the pumpkin, milk and
seasoning and bring gently to the
boil, then reduce the heat, cover
and simmer for 30 minutes, until

and selfish as a result of being given his
way too often.
Liz - Scorpio
For anyone to get Liz McDonald’s attention sending discreet signals laced with
sexual promise will always gear her up
to solving the secret riddle! The sexy
twinkle in her eyes has held many men
spellbound yet she will always have a
special place in her heart for her ex-husband Jim. Extremely sociable and magnetic Liz will always draw the attention of
many admirers.
Sally - Leo
With Jupiter in Leo, Sally Webster has
always had a haughty and snobby side
and ideas to live above her station. She
also has Cancer strong in her chart making her a loving and fiercely protective
mother and conscientious employee.
Emotionally she likes to feel safe and in
times of stress she does feel vulnerable.
Even so, with Mars in Libra what she really wants is a thrilling romance and she
has been known to seek this thrill outside her marriage.
Kevin - Virgo
Integrity and honesty are highly important to Virgo Kevin Webster who has
always been meticulous and caring or
at least tried to be! Normally he is restrained as stability is important for his
emotional equilibrium but occasionally
his Sagittarius Moon Sign prompts him
to give in to the need for more excitement to brighten the monotony. He has
real problems coming to terms with his
more impetuous side.
Roy - Leo
He never craves the spotlight but with
the Moon in Leo, Roy Cropper often
seems to bring the focus upon himself.
This Virgo stands up for what he believes
in and is passionately loyal to his small
group of friends. He finds comfort in Hayley’s practicality but it is alien for him to

2005 and they’ve been
published in several
magazines and a couple
have won awards. All the
stories for this collection have been revised
and enlarged. “Cazador
has plenty more tales
to tell,” Nik says adding,
‘At our first meeting, Cazador said, “When I was
growing up in England,
I never imagined there
would be no-go areas in
those great cities, places
where the shadow of
light falls on streets and
minds. At weekends,
some sections of many
towns seem to be under
siege.”
Now that he has returned
to live in Spain, Cazador
finds that it is not so
bad here, though he admits that he has seen
many changes over the
last thirty years, most of
them good, yet some to
be deplored. “It is heartening to see that family
cohesion is still strong
in most areas, but even

that age-old stability is
under threat. Even so,
most nights you can stroll
through the streets and
feel safe here in Spain.”
The Solstice editor remarks, “You are an
amazing storyteller and
put together a short
story better than anyone
I have read in quite a
while. Your book is a joy
to read!” While a review
states, the stories are
‘as thought provoking as
they are entertaining.’
If you don’t have a Kindle, you can download
for free the Kindle for
PC which enables you
to read e-books on your
computer screen.
The book can also be
obtained online from the
publisher or you can get
the Kindle version, which
is available at www.amazon.com (231KB), ASIN
B003UNKYW8 for about
four euros.

all the vegetables are soft.
3. Transfer the soup to a blender
or food processor and puree until
smooth, in batches if necessary.
Return to the saucepan, reheat
gently and serve swirled with yoghourt and garnished with pumpkin seeds. Accompany with hunks
of warmed bread.
10 minutes preparation time
40 minutes cooking time

express his feelings, loosen-up or to be
romantic.
When he does catch on to what’s being
expected of him he can sporadically take
everyone by surprise.
Eileen - Libra
Libran Eileen Grimshaw just wants to
have a good time although along the
journey she has had many failed romances. Sharing her life with someone
compatible is her ultimate goal but she
is frequently disappointed. What she
dreams of is finding a full-fledged romantic but she seems to have a gift of falling
for the wrong guy. Proud of her sons she
has a knack of creating drama whenever
she comes to their defence. Her theatrics aren’t all show; she really cares.
Fiz - Libra
Libran Fiz Brown’s passionate nature,
energy and flame red hair can be traced
to Mars in Sagittarius. One side of her
is sensitive, intelligent and idealistic but
she also has an explosive side especially
when it comes to defending those she
loves. Romantically, she has held out for
a perfect lifetime partner who she imagines will be her best friend, confidante
and loyal lover. Did she allow her heart
to rule her head when Fiz became Mrs
Stape?
Audrey - Leo
Stiff upper lip, carry on, put make-up on
and set forth is how Leo Audrey Roberts
deals with a crisis and between daughter Gail’s lousy choice of husbands and
grandson David’s Machiavellian escapades she has seen many a tragedy in
her day.
With Leo strong in her chart she endeavours to give an air of sophistication and
class but there is no hiding her brash
and brazen side especially when she
gets riled. Allegiance to family is strong,
with Mercury in Cancer.
Norris - Pisces

Nosy-parker Norris Cole is soft, sensitive Piscean inside but with Aries also
strong in his chart, he tries to give off a
nonchalant nothing-can-hurt-me façade.
He likes to maintain good relationships
with everyone although rarely achieves
this when his propensity for snooping
and being meddlesome gets in the way.
Outwardly he exudes self-confidence,
inwardly he isn’t so self-possessed. Although idealistic Norris lacks a sense
of diplomacy and can attract animosity
with his candour.
Steve - Cancer
For all Cancerian Steve McDonald’s
misleadingly docile and unassuming
nature he has a surprisingly strong will
and quiet ambition. A part of him can
be slow and deliberate due to his inborn
sense of prudence but he can spoil it all
in a second thanks to his Mars in Leo
tendency to rush in where Angel’s fear
to tread. Most Cancerians can rely on
their gut-feeling but Steve always seems
to get it wrong because he just hasn’t
learned to listen to his intuition.
Gail - Aries
On occasion Arian Gail McIntyre can be
decidedly clannish. Other times when
emotions get the better of her, she will
be surprisingly sharp and aggressive
with her family. Having Mars in Aquarius,
on the one hand she is stubborn and unpredictable. On the other she is surprisingly adaptable and able to make rapid
adjustments to situations over which
she has no control – which is just as well
given her current messy predicament!
Russell Grant commented “Coronation
Street continues to entertain the nation
with unique characters, fascinating story
lines and also ensuring key issues are
addressed in a heart felt manner. With
such continued innovation, an excellent
cast and a fabulous production team,
here’s to another 50 years of remarkable TV - Well Done Corrie!”
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DAVID VILLA TOP TRANSFER DEAL FOR 2010-2011

An interesting post on “futebolfinance” a Football Finance Portuguese website give
us the Top 25 transfer operations during the last summer for this new 2010-2011
season.

www.spanishfootballsports.blogspot.com
SPANISH FOOTBALL | SOCCER - SPANISH LEAGUE - LIGA
2010 - 2011 | SATURDAY ROUND 6 RESULTS
REAL SOCIEDAD was awarded with a 1- 0 victory over
ESPANYOL due to their persistence & hard work. In fact
it was Espanyol who had all
the chances with numerous
misses that should have gone
in the net, but those failures
made them pay dearly in the
end when an own goal by Espanyol defender FORLIN gave
the 3º points to the home
team. It was real bad luck,
but Espanyol should have
wrapped things up earlier.
The “real” bad news in the
game was the broken leg
injury to Espayol defender
Galán - pictured above the
moment of injury - in the 28th
min of the match. We wish
him a quick recovery. Similiar
story in the REAL ZARAGOZA
2-2 draw with REAL SPORTING DE GIJON. The visitors

got off the a flying start with
an own goal by Zaragoza
defender OBRADOVIC in the
32nd min & a second via
DIEGO CASTRO in the 49th
min. However, when Sporting had things under control,
Zaragoza via their forwrad
SINAMA PONGOLLE turned
things around single handed.
He scored twice, in the 56th
& 61st min, to equalize the
match for Zaragoza a save a
point. Sporting will be angry
with themselves for their lack
of concentration in the final
30 minutes of the match to
watch the victory slip through
their fingers.
VALENCIA CF won 2 - 1
ATLETIC DE BILBAO & should
have by more had their forwards Mata, Soldado &
Aduriz scored their numerous
chances. ADURIZ headed

the first goal for Valencia in
the 11th min from a brilliant
cross from Soldado. From
here, Valencia dominated the
visitors totally the rest of the
first half & they didn´t “kill
off” Bilbao.
The 2º half saw a more aggressive At Bilbao come out
& they looked much better
at least in halting the earlier home team dominance
which paid off with a consolation goal - a cracker - by
GABILONDO in the 48th min.
Two minutes earlier Valencia
forward VICENTE managed a
second goal in the 46th min
to assure the victory & the 3º
points for Valencia.
Valencia CF remains top spot
of the Spanish League table
with this victory.

SUNDAY ROUND 6 RESULTS
New SEVILLA FC Coach Manzano has “revitalized” his
team which overran ATLETICO
DE MADRID with a convincing
3-1 victory at home. The visitors were totally out played in
the 1st half with good Football by Sevilla & some poor
defending by Atletico. NEGREDO scored in the 28th min to
put Sevilla ahead, which was
then followed by a second in
the 35th min by PEROTTI.
The 2ºhalf saw a better
Atletico but Sevilla was on an
unstoppable roll & managed
a third goal via KANOUTE in
the 51st min. Atletico was
rewarded with a consolation
goal in the 57th min via DIEGO COSTA.
Yes, Atletico was without
Aguero, Reyes & Godin , but it
was no excuse for their poor
performance today.
VILLAREAL are cruising &
won their 5th straight “Liga”
match 2-0 against RACING
DE SANTANDER. The 1ºst
goal came via Brazilian International NILMAR in the
8th min & who has already 5
goals on his tally this season
& is the current the Spanish
League leading goal scorer.
The second goal came thanks
to ROSSI who scored in the
13th min. The job & damage
to Racing was done early &
with the 3º points Villareal
jumps into Top 3 positions of
the ladder.
Rough & tough affair at OSASUNA with a final 1-1 draw
result against LEVANTE. The
action occured late in the
game with the first goal coming from Osasuna forward
PANDIANI in the 71st min
which was then followed by
the equalizer for Levante in
the 79th min via SERGIO.
Glorious game for GETAFE
who defeated HERCULES 3-

0 at home. Getafe got ahead
in the 20th min via PAREJO
which was then followed
with goals from team-mates
MANU in the 42nd min &
MIKU in the 81st min. It was
a frustrating day for Hercules
who lost Aguilar in the 88th
min to a red card.
Unlucky day for ALMERIA who
missed a penalty via Uche &
hit the post to finally scratch
a 1 - 1 draw against MALAGA.
The visitors got ahead in the
50th min via QUINCY & UCHE
managed the equalizar for
Almeria in the 76th min to
the relief of the local fans.
FC BARCELONA drew 1-1 with
visitors MALLORCA. Barça
are having problems finishing
off their good starts & when
they are the superior playing team. This lack of “killing
power” raises the confidence
of the opposing teams & lifts
their hopes.
FC Barcelona were total masters of the match & LIONEL
MESSI opened the scoring
with his goal in the 20th min.
However, Barça missed more
chances they should have
scored & Mallorca grew in
confidence with the misses.
Mallorca then equalized from
a corner with a great header
from N´SUE in the 42th min
after both Barça defenders
Milito & Pique misunderstood
each other in the play.
The 2ºhalf was more of an
equal affair & Mallorca had
more chances to get ahead,
but N´Sue let Barça off the
hook with a near miss. The
last 45 min was “try & miss”
with Barça almost happy to
see the end of the match.
Unusual to watch Barça like
it was seen playing tonight
in the 2ºhalf, perhaps the
fact that “midfield brain” Xavi
Hernandez was missing was
a significant reason.

Festival of goals tonight at
the “Santiago Bernabeu
Stadium” with a new grass
surface & plenty of rain that
saw the home team REAL
MADRID defeat 6-1 DEPORTIVO A CORUÑA. It was
all Real Madrid for the first
minute with a solid defensive
line & a disciplined midfield
that served balls to their goal
starving shooters upfront.
CRISTIANO RONALDO got
things off to a flying start
with the first goal in the 4th
min which was later followed
with a second from OZIL in
the 24th min. Then DI MARIA
- Best Player tonight - headed
in the third in the 33rd min to
finish a brilliant 1ºst half of
Football for Madrid.
The second half saw Lass
Diarra come on for Khedira
& things continued as before
with more goals with HIGUAIN
scoring the fourth from a Di
Maria pass in front of the Depor goal (above) in the 52nd
min. Eight minutes later a
Ronaldo & Marcelo combination saw Depor defender ZE
CASTRO put in an own goal &
the home teams fifth of the
night.
Real Madrid relaxed with
more changes with Granero &
youngster Juan Carlos getting
a run which allowed JUAN RODRIGUEZ to score a consolation goal for Deportivo in the
78th min while Madrid were
caught “sleeping” in defence.
However, CRISTIANO RONALDO got back in the groove &
converted a great Xabi Alonso pass in his second goal of
the night in the 88th min &
Real Madrid´s sixth.
Till next Time

Stiker

Two observations:

1. Spanish International forward DAVID VILLA was the most expensive transfer operation for
season 2010-2011 with a 40M€ move from Valencia CF to FC Barcelona
2. The market was less “inflated” & more restricted when compared with the previous year.

Top 25 operations with details as supplied by “futebolfinance”:

Player Country Pos Vendor Buyer Value
1 David Villa ESP The Valencia FC Barcelona € 40,000,000
2 Yaya Toure CM M FC Barcelona Manchester City € 30,000,000
3 Mario Balotelli ITA The Internazionale Manchester City € 29,500,000
4 David Silva ESP M Valencia Manchester City € 28,750,000
5 Angel Di Maria ARG M Benfica Real Madrid € 25,000,000 (A)* with incentives could
be higher
6 Aleksander Kolarov BE D Lazio Manchester City € 22,700,000
7 Ramires BRA M Benfica Chelsea € 22,000,000
8 Yoann Gourcouff FRA M Bordeaux Olympique Lyon € 22,000,000
9 James Milner ING M Aston Villa Manchester City € 22,000,000
10 Bruno Alves BY D FC Porto Zenith St. Petersburg € 22,000,000
11 Javier Marcherano ARG M Liverpool FC Barcelona € 20,000,000
12 Carlos Eduardo BRA M Hoffenheim Rubin Kazan € 20,000,000
13 Robinho BRA The Manchester City AC Milan € 18,000,000 (B)
14 Mesut Ozil ALE M Werder Bremen Real Madrid € 18,000,000
15 André-Pierre Gignac FRA The Toulouse Olympique Marseille € 16,000,000
16 Asamoah Gyan GHA The Rennes Sunderland € 16,000,000
17Leonardo Bonucci ITA D Bari Juventus € 15,500,000
18 Diego BRA M Juventus Wolfsburg € 15,500,000
19 Loic Remy FRA The Nice Olympique Marseille € 15,500,000
20 Milos Krasic BE M CSKA Moscow Juventus € 15,000,000
21 Dimitri Chygrynskiy UKR D FC Barcelona Shakthi Donets € 15,000,000
22 Klaas-Jan Huntelaar HOL The AC Milan Schalke 04 € 14,000,000
23 Sami Khedira ALE M VfB Stuttgart Real Madrid € 14,000,000
24 Hernanes BRA M Sao Paulo Lazio € 13,500,000
25 Raul Meireles BY M FC Porto Liverpool € 13,000,000

Interested in selling your stuff ?

Private or Business, You can sell YOUR
unwanted items, New or Second hand goods,
cars or liquidated stock on
The Warehouse Spain website.
IT’S QUICK & SIMPLE

Visit the site and get started

Special offer
1st month FREE
FREE*
*Max 5 Adverts per person
CURRENTLY OVER 200 NEW AND
USED ITEMS LISTED FOR SALE

www.thewarehousespain.com

September 2010
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Driveway Alarm Information

Finca Alarms have become an increasingly popular way offer simple, yet affordable perimeter
security for your home and business. When you talk to any police officer they will tell you that
criminals look at ‘risk against the potential reward’ when deciding where or when to commit
a burglary, so by installing effective perimeter alarm systems to your property you are greatly
reducing the risk and have the added benifit of no surprise visitors.
Our customers find that they prefer knowing that they have visitors (welcome or not) before
they get to the house or office.

Protect your entrance, your perimeter, out-buildings,
farms, rural locations, vulnerable entrances,
work shops, garages, church roof’s, hidden
entrances, etc, etc.

W

ith the pound weaker against
most currencies, banks looking to cash-in on the expatriate
boom and with transfer costs rising, this
is a difficult time for people receiving an
income from the UK when living overseas.
Firstly we will examine some of the issues regarding the transfer of funds
overseas from the UK and what, if anything can be done to safeguard the
amount you receive each month or better still, increase the amount of foreign
currency that arrives overseas.
Because banks do not specialise in foreign exchange, their transfer fees are
usually high and they offer a poor, uncompetitive exchange rates. In many
cases, the rate they offer is 2-3% less
than you could achieve elsewhere. Clients are only given the rate available
at the time of transfer which is usually
the tourist rate and the situation is often made worse as in addition to poor
exchange rates and receipt charges, the
average cost for transferring your currency is £25 per payment. Finally, the
majority of banks do not have an automated process for regular payments,
therefore you are required to arrange
your transfers every month via telephone, internet banking or fax. Even if
the bank does offer some form of regular payment service, it tends to lack the
sophistication, features and flexibility of
other services in the marketplace.
So in summary, the problem is 3-fold:
poor exchange rates; high transfer costs
and lack of quality automated services.
The solution - a Regular Payment Plan
The Moneycorp Regular Payment Plan
makes your money go further. Moneycorp offer better rates than a bank, as
well as offering fixed and variable plan
options – so customers can lock into
favourable exchange rates, ensuring
you will receive more foreign currency
for your sterling The process is fully automated, so every month (or whatever
period you decide) you can relax in the
knowledge that your transfers are taken
care of.
Moneycorp recently made a substantial
investment into making their process-

www.thetraderonline.es
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These brilliant, security
systems are designed to alert the home or business to :
•

The arrival of a welcome visitor or customer

•

The presence of an unwelcome visitor

•

The unwanted wandering of a child towards danger

•

Perhaps the wandering off by a

•

person with special needs

•

A wandering pet

to feel free on your own
www.fasystems.es Want
finca and in your own home?

Finca Alert Systems provides
wireless (drive way) alarm systems and other products useful
for people living in rural areas
side. Excellent price/quality ratio
and easy to use.

ing system the best in the business. It is
geared towards processing regular payments as efficiently as possible – using the very latest technology. Features
include automated Direct Debit, so any
regular payments made through your
UK Sterling account to Spain, they can
automatically debit funds on the day
you choose and make your transfers on
time. If your pension is paid directly by
your pension provider, they can receive
the money from them and make the
transfer.
Finally, their dedicated Regular Payments Team has over 15 years’ experience and is on hand Monday to Friday,
7:30am to 10:30pm and on Saturdays
from 10am to 4pm.

Call us: 647771573 info@fasystems.es

ARCA Refuge and Care of animals
INDOOR CARBOOT SALE &

XMAS MARKET

MAKING PAYMENTS
FROM
THE UK TO SPAIN?
If you are transferring funds to
Spain from the UK, Moneycorp
can save you £000s.
Whether you are purchasing a
property, or making regular payments, for example to transfer
your UK pension, Moneycorp has
a solution designed to suit your
needs.
Whatever the reason for your
transfers to Spain, we offer you:
- Unbeatable exchange rates
- No commission
- Shorter transfer times than the
bank
- Regular payments by Direct
Debit
For more information, call us.
Tel 902 887 243

on November 27th at Partycentre
“SINDICAT” CAMARLES.
from 10.00 am
(sellers 9.00 stands 5 euro) till 13.00 Fresh Food allowed

Followed in the Evening

with AN EARLY X-MAS PARTY
Great Buffet and Dance from 8 o’clock

With Mr.SWING and THE FOUR LEGENDS. Lovely
food and a great raffle.
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO ARCA FOR THE 300 DOGS.
Any questions call Mave at 678 975 816.
How to get to the partycentre:
From the N340 take turnof CAMARLES.Then 1st turning to the left drive to the end of the street,turn right
then left turn immediately to the left and you are on
the parking area of the partycentre.
WE ALSO NEED LADIES WHO WILL HELP US:
ANYONE WHO WANTS TO BAKE OR COOK SOMETHING
NICE FOR THE BUFFET
PLEASE CALL MAVE.

Tickets 12 euros - children 5 euros

From Bar Estacion Ampolla
Bar Mercat, Camarles
Perello Properties, Perello
Vet.Carlos, Tortosa.
Carbootsale Ampolla
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FOR SALE

PORTABLE Ecron DeHumidifier for sale, model
2007-EC with 3.5 litre capacity. 50 euros. Xativa
area. Call 678 314 074
SELECTION OF ITEMS
for car booting. Includes tv,
motorcycle leathers, kite
surfing equip, power tools,
ornaments and much more.
Best offer secures. Shaun
620402627 Oliva
KIPOR
GENERATER
5kva digitalkde6700ta diesel .engine fine generater
faulty intermitent power
problem. ideal for repair
or spares. Tel 699382523
Xativa
FREE
STANDING
TABLE SAW Einhell
TKS18/250 ,1800wt, 25cm
blade,45º blade tilt, 5800
revs 100 € Tel 965767124
(Ondara)
6 PINE DINING CHAIRS
with wicker indoors or
outdoors perfect condition hardly used 60€. Tel:
965 978874/669 61 51 85
(Pinoso).
CEMENT MIXER nearly
new used once €80 Tel:
685878640
MODEL
RAILWAY
BUFFS, box of bits, transformers, switches etc, offers.Childs bike, 4 to 8 yrs,
good con, 15€. 962202226,
627691191.
GOLF CLUBS MEN’S
full set Misuno 90€ , Ladies full set Lynx 90€ both
sets with driver, woods,
trolley and carry bags Tel
619433515 Ontinyent.
GOPED with optional seat
VGC as new cond great
fun toy, all folds up 125€.
2 electric push bikes complete with chargers, batteries etc good cond, fold up
so as can be put in car boot
125€ Muro area phone
608818477
MARKET STALL AND
STOCK. Great business
opportunity. Easy to assemble walk in style with
cover and clips. Fits into
large car. Large selection
of UK High St new ladies’
clothing sizes 8 – 32, with
and without labels. 4 retail
quality clothing rails. Sold
as a complete package.
400€ ono Tel 965571837
(Pego)
APRILLIA ROAD BIKE
50cc - 499 € for contact,
call: 660697135
........................................
SINGLE BED & MATTRESS - good modern
bed in excellent condition,
mattress is nearly new. It
comes with a big drawer
underneath (delivery pos-

Classifieds Now on line

sible for extra charge). 80€
- Double Bed & Mattress
- (2 for sale) good modern
beds in excellent condition,
mattresses nearly new. One
bed is adjustable at head
and feet (delivery possible
for extra charge). 120€ and
130€ Coffee Table - Glass
top metal framed coffee
table with shelf underneath
- good condition. 20€ Call
Sandra 961105196
6 HIGH BACK dining
chairs, ex condition 50€.
artificial firegrate wood
surround art.50€ glass top
coffee table wood and steel
legs, 10€ Tel 628763493
GOLF CLUBS Men’s full
set Misuno 90€ , Ladies full
set Lynx 90€ both sets with
driver, woods, trolley and
carry bags Tel 619344515
Ontinyent.
VARIOUS ITEMS for
sale including tvs, table
and chairs, patio set , wardrobes and more. call for details 965590131
1.9 Metre Dish plus free
view box for all English TV. 2 years old. 400
euros o.n.o. Bellus tel
962263057.
6 NEW DOORS 4 panel
internal moulded to paint
1981 x 762 x 35mm 40
euros each Tel. castello de
rugat (cv60) 647 272 212
WETSUIT (typhoon) 2
piece blue xl plus crewsaver buoyancy jacket like
new 80 euros(over 200 new
) tel. 647 272 212
COLLECTABLES
ty
beanie babies various animals (all tagged) 4 euros
each 647 272 212
G PLAN, Dinning Room
Table 160cm, Long Extends to 200cm. 105cm
Wide. 250€. Display Cabinet, G Plan, Base,3 Draws 3
Cupboards Top, Shelves, 3
Glass Doors. 250€. Phone
961648404
SOFABED sprg matt.
€180. Playstation2 Lots of
games 2 controllers €125.
Electric scooter adult/
teen, needs attention ex.
cond.€60. 639781461.
SPINNING BIKE: max
rider weight 120kg+, 23kg
flywheel, heart rate monitor, pedal toe clips, adjustable seat & handlebars,
emergency brake. Mint
condition, less than 1 year
old and hardly used. Photos
available via e-mail. Cost
400€ new, will accept 200€.
Tel Malc on 962979175.
GENERATOR, Diesel,
Silenced. Yanmar. 6.2 kw
1,500 euros. Invertor and
batteries 25000 watt, 160

amp hrs. 500 euros. no offers. Tel 649974863
TWIN LNB for a 2.4m
dish. New and unused
in box with instructions.
I bought recently for
85€ (Crystalclear satellite) Selling for 50€ Tel
965836484.
CAST IRON wood burning stove for sale.....good
condition, cylindrical, 1m
tall, hardly used. Very
efficient. No longer required. 150 euros ono. Tel.
647543635
LARGE WOODEN patio
table + 8 wooden matching chairs €300, cost over
€1000 new tel. 690656515
2 SINGLE BEDs both incl
mattresses high headboards
lovely design from Next
€100 each, can be pushed
together to make double
tel. 690656515
........................................
FRIDGE under-worktop
size 85 x 55 cms, class A,
3 yrs old, LG. 50€, tel
669545181 or 977059969
L’Ampolla
FENDER SQUIER Stratocaster electric guitar.
85€. Tel 962135869 or
664422810. Ken, Ontinyent
ROTAVATOR two stroke
engine good condition two
sets blades also wheels
225€ Tel 965 529 715 Onil
BEDROOM
FURNITURE, 2 bedside cabinets,
3 drawer chest, 7 drawer
tallboy. Green stained solid
wood, good quality. 100€.
Xativa area. jcalccam@
hotmail.com for photos.
Tel 962293133
PINE
FURNITURE
PACKAGe: dining table,4 chairs,coffee table,3 seater settee,2 chairs
blue,gold,brown,,good
condition,425€,
Tel
965496209,Aspe/La Romana
DINING TABLE 4 Chairs
90€, Kitchen table 4 chairs
75€, Blue bed settee 75€.
Folding bed 40€. 2 pine
bedside draws 25€ each.
Tel 637909080 Cocentaina
CAMERA Older 35mm
Pentax 738, with soft case,
instruction book and new
loaded film (36 exposures). 20€ no offers Tel
965836484
1.9 METRE DISH plus
free view box for all
English TV. 2 years old.
400€ o.n.o. Bellus Tel
962263057
6 PINE DINING chairs
with wicker indoors or outdoors perfect condition

ADVERTISE CALL 618329511

hardly used 60€. Tel:
965978874 / 669615185
(Pinoso).
CARBOOT JOB lot,
T.V’s, D.V.D players, oil
filled heaters (in box), floating pool cover, juicer,many
more items, worth a call
678000832
YAMAHA ELECTONE
MC600 ORGAN. With
stool, handbook, lots of
music. 300€. OVNO.
Please note this is not a
‘Keyboard’ Tel. 962129410
/628146802 (Real de Montroi.)
SIX SPANISH style dining chairs. Leather seat &
backs. 10€ each or 50€ the
lot. Ontinyent 679800327
COMMODE 75€; Wheelchair 75€; Adjustable Overbed Table 75€; Adjustable Pillow Support 20€;
Wheeled Zimmer, (Seat &
Basket) 30€; Orthopaedic
Cushion 10€. All as new.
Tel 962928069.
30 OPAQUE GLASS
PANELS 14½ cm x 27
cm with 2½ cm beveled
clear edge. 15 opaque glass
panels 13½ cm x 27 cm
with 2½ cm beveled clear
edge. 50€ o.n.o. or 2€ each.
Phone Lliria 961648404
MOBILE AIR CONDITIONER little used 80€.
Alberic area 962 443901
or 626094052
2 SETS OF GOLF
CLUBS Ideal as holiday
sets or for beginners. Mens
full set inc. many many extras. Womens half Ram set.
150€ono. Tel; 965771959
2 SOFAS FOR SALE.
one 2 seater and one 3 seater. dark green. used but
very comfortable. 100€ Tel
663713581 or 965058168
after 5.00pm. Oliva.
........................................
FOLDING BED SINGLE
15€ Treadle Exercise machine 40€. Double Reja’s
198cm X 138wide possible double gates 50€ Single Reja 140cm X 135cm
Black 30€ Tel: 962386126
M: 690381084 Ontinyent.
“4 PIECE SUITE, ideal
for outside terrace, consisting 2 seater sofa, 2 chairs
and glass topped coffee
table. 100€. 962117853,
Lliria area”
DOUBLE PINE wardrobe/ slidind doors & two
drawers 55€, J.M.L. Steam
cleaner 40€ Tel 96284
3919
PULL OUT kitchen cupboard mechanism, suits
a 400mm wide tall unit
(2000mm tall) cost new
€120.00. ideal and modern

Free Classifieds can now be placed on the Trader website. It works the same as the newspaper. Personal non
business adverts under 500 euros are free to place on
the web, but BETTER still, you get more words and the
option to place 2 photos. Max 5 adverts per person.
Plus you can put them up any time, no need to wait
a month. If you wish them to appear in print you still
need to email them to us as well.
PAID FOR CLASSIFIEDS
Business, Cars, Property
Can also be placed on the web once they have been
booked to appear in the paper at the usual cost of 20
cents per word. www.thetraderonline.es
storeage method, €60.00
KEEP FIT TREAD MILL,
onboard computer, little
use, bargain at only €25.00.
Tel 687954437 (Montserrat)
STEEL PATIO Set Blue 6
Piece,4 chairs,glass top table 80cm diameter,parasol
180cm. Brand new still
packaged.90euro Xativa
area 962132441
COMPASS 28 Inflatable Dinghy 2.7M x 1.2M,
wooden floor, 3 persons,
with oars, transport bags
and 3Hp Evinrude outboard
& manual Will fit on roof
rack. 300€ Tel.620100269
Llira
POOL TABLE Table
As New only used twice.
cost 1000€. Would like
400.00€ Buyer collects.
Tel 962126024 MonserratTuris area.
3X ORANGE GAS bottles
8€ each or 3 for 20€ Oliva.
Computer/office
chair.
Swivel, Casters, fully adjustable. Black.35€ Oliva.
Medion 14inch stereo TV.
Black. Excellent sound
& Picture. 15€ Oliva. Tel
670834068
TAVER GAS FRIDGE
vgc 250€, Eectric Halogen hob new 200€, Electolux Inspire washing machine used once 250€ Tel
667025910 Biar area.
DUAL LNB FOR 2.4M
DISH. Unused and still in
box 50€ White metal access
gate. make me an offer. nd
progs. Tel 627180542
2
HONDA
250CC
SCOOTERS SPAZIO 70€,
Foresight 90€, for spares
not run for 3 years. clear for
150€. PEGO 693468261
INVALID
ELECTRIC
scooter for sale. Battery
operated. In good all-round
working condition. No
longer required. 500€.
Tel 977477367
.........................................
MAHOGANY GLASS
cabinet with 3glass shelves
& lighting110€, Double
pine
wardrobe,sliding
doors & 2 drawers 85€, 2
wrought iron chairs-soft &
table 105€. Tel 962843919
4 SEATER CORNEr
unit settee with pooffe
modern style can be used
separate excelent condition 200 euros Castilla, Tel
655133131
BRAND NEW swimming
pool180€, Satalate dish 1.9,
200€, 2 adult bikes 80€
2electric heaters 80€. Tel
962134823
GENTS ROAD cycle 16
speed index gears new

spare tyre pump water bottle helmet choice of pedals
tripmetre vgc €120.00 mobile 615320405
LASER 4.2M sailing
boat. Needs tiller and the
odd bits. Boat is fine. “No
Trailer.” Bargain at 375€.
Tel 965977015
ROLLS SOLAR Batteries x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.
LARGE
DESIGNER
Curved Glass Shower
Screen, white curved tray,
end panel, shelves, wooden
duck board, never installed,
cost £250. €175 ono. Tel
689170226
2 PINE UK single beds
and Pine Master fully
sprung mattresses hardly
used with duvets and
bedlinen as new. €100.
Tel: 965978874/6696151
85 (Pinoso).
.........................................
HEAVY ROTORVATOR
GWO 175€, Generator 4kv
vgc 250€, Petrol waterpump water filter system.
vgc 150€, 2 SCOOTERS
good cond 1 aprilia 1 peugeot 350€, Tel 608818477.
SKY DIGIBOX, Pace
DS430N, 70€, 1 metre
dish 25€. DVD player 20€.
Electric stove 55€. Tel
962831578 Piles.
3 SECTION ALUMINIUM ladder 3.6m extends to
9m new price over 400€
good condition 150€, Tel
693468261.
THREE INTERNAL light
wood doors. 72 x 203cm,
72 x 201cm (half glazed),
72 x 185cm, including
furniture. 30€ each. Tel:
687628854.
A PAIR OF LEFT HAND
Drive (dip to right) headlamps for a Landrover Discovery 1994-98. 100€. Tel
696227339
TRAILER, As New, German, STEMA GmbH, Galvanised, Suspension, Jockey, Frame, Cover, Mounted
spare wheel (€950 in 2009)
John (Xativa) 634157206
BLACK LEATHER 3
SEAT sofa 100€, Karcher
pressure washer 30€, 2
brown leatherette bean
chairs 40€ Tel 696141493
Albaida
ROLLS SOLAR Batteries x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.

pets
HOMES needed for 4
beautiful kitttens who were
abandoned and have been
hand reared. 8 weeks old,
healthy, wormed and flead.
e-mail for photos, phempshall@hotmail.co.uk or call
965475849
FIBI AND BONI - two
female cats - both spayed
- urgently seeking a new
home together. They are 2
and 3 years old. Unfortunately the owner needs to
return to the UK to care for
an ageing parent. If you can
help please telephone:
962813023 or mobile
628751166
HOME wanted for two
18months female cats
both been spayed and have
friendly quiet nature tel
666 998805
SMALL cross 4 1/2 years
old, also very good with
other dogs, good natured,
chipped and has passport.
They can be seperated Contact Karen 687 619 363
FREE PETS
CLASSIFIEDS
If you are looking for a
home for an animal and
are not charging then the
advert is free. Email advertise@thetraderonline.es

PERSONAL
MALE 55 seeks older
lady for no strings fun and
friendship inland alicante
608769740
DIVORCED MALE W.T
.M lady about 50 to 60
years old for friendship
,diner,holidays etc. Tel
699836237
ATTENTION
ALL
BOOKWORKS1
Enjoy a good read? we
would like to start a reading
group in the Ontinyent/Albaida area, probably meeting once a month. Anyone
interested, please contact:
Jenny 962386126 or Ann
619433515

WANTED SCRAP

CARS, VANS,
LORRIES, PLANT
AND CARAVANS.
TURN
YOUR SCRAP
INTO CASH.
FREE
COLLECTION.

CALL
689929395.

ANUNCIO LLAMA 618329511 EMAIL advertise@thetraderonline.es

October 2010

Caravans

CHEAP 4x4, Tata Safari ex. 2 lt. turbo
diesel lhd year 2000 itv 06/2011 3000 euros tel. 647272212 ref Oct
................................................................
ROVER 45 W reg English registered, Serviced May 11 months Mot,
65,000 miles. vgc, 1800 euros. Tel Janet
676151318. Muro. Ref 187 July
...............................................................
KUBOTA KX41-2 mini digger. Rubber
tracks, three digging buckets, rops, canopy, 1.5ton. Mechanically sound ready to
work. 4950 euros.
Phone 962201653. 609325851. Ref Jul
199
................................................................
CLASSIC MERCEDES 500 sec coupe.
Oliver body work, red leather & Wood
Trim. RHD. 1988, auto, apreciating classic 3750 €. Tel 627156881/ 962132668
Ref July
CLASSIC CONVERTABLE WW BEETLE. New Hood, 1973, special alloys in
red, everyone stares, perfect mechanics,
needs a good polish, garaged last 4 years
4000 € Tel 627156881/ 962132668 ref
210july
4X4 TOYOTA RAV 4, 3 doors Swb,
Rhd, Beautiful condition, low milage, 2
lady owners, blue body work, twin sunroofs, alloy wheels, v reliable, auto, 2995
€ Tel 627156881/ 962132668 ref 201
july
................................................................

Household non business releated
classifieds are free
up to 25 words and upto 500 euros
per advertiser per issue.
If you wish to advertise more there
is a surcharge of 15 cents per word.

PROPERTY
LINAGE

Property Online www.thetraderonline.es

Distressed Sale - 3 Bed 3 Bath DEt
Fully modernised Villa in Genoves
Nr Xativa. CH . AC and internet.
Pool and outbuilding- Bargain at
225,000€. Tel - 634153664

ALCOSSEBRE, CASTELLON
159,000 5 Bedroom House with
Swimming pool and Garage. 4
Double Bedrooms, 1 Single. 150m2
Build, 7000m2 Fenced Plot. Bright
spacious property with a good size
kitchen. Garage suitable for conversion into a flat for relatives or rental
income. Solar Power * no electricity
bills. just 10 mins drive from beaches
Contact Mandy TEL 698201986
mad_mandy_666@hotmail.com

PROPERTY
BOX ADVERT

Email

20 EUROS
PER MONTH

classifieds@thetraderonline.es

Tel 902733622
ADVERTISE
YOUR CAR
CARAVAN
BOAT , BIKE
FOR

Tel 618329511

LOW
COST
Storage
SHORT &
LONG TERM rates
Tel 634153664

FREE
WITH PHOTOS
FOR ONE MONTH
AT
www.thewarehousespain.com

PROPERTY

rader

PEUGEOT CAMPER van (Diesel)
Sleeps 4, comfortable 2 adults 2 children,
(but has slept 4 adults) Regularly serviced
and full ITV. Fully fitted with fridge, water heater, gas fire, oven and hob. Seperate
cubicle for shower and chemical toilet.
Fitted wardrobe + Cupboards and drawers. Outlet for electrical hook-up Fitted
bike rake (3 positions) 2,000 euro ONO
Tel 962135083. Mob 679312712 or
689457014

FOR SALE
FOR RENT

20 cents per word

T
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STAMPS WANTED

Hi I am fourteen and have just
started stamp collecting
so if you have any stamps
from any where in any condition would you consider sending them to me please.
I don’t have any money but i
can pay for the postage to me.
Please call Lizzie on
672883797

ALCOSSEBRE 5 Bedroom
Swimming pool, Garage. 4
Double Bedrooms, 1 Single.
150m2 Build 7000m2 Plot.
Bright spacious property with
good size kitchen. Solar Power
* no electricity bills.Set in a
beautiful secluded and private
area, I hr North of Valencia
City 159.000€ Tel Mandy
698201986
mad_mandy_
666@hotmail.com Ref sps
..............................................
BELLA VISTA, 3 bed villa
with pool. Needs TLC. but
great bargain. 176,000 euros.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
BUGARRA, new build, 3 double beds, 1 bath,kitchen,lounge.
110m2living sp, 2500m2 plot.
Beautiful views, ready to move
in. Mains water, genny electricity. 99,000eur(Ref 3968 )
.............................................
NR CASINOS Casinos: Idyllic country- house, 3 years old,
marvellous panoramic mountain and sea views, new pool,
living space abt 135 sqm, 3
bedrooms, lounge with open
fire & dining area, large living
room, attico-style, fitted kitchen, 3 sun terraces, garden, plot
1700 sqm without any visible
limitations to the surrounding
nature; new solar-generator,
connection for solar panels,
2 big water deposits . Price
110.000 Euros.
Tel: 960615246 Ref Aug
.............................................
COTTAGE for sale in the
lovely area of Casinos. 2/3bed,
1 bath, kitchen, lounge. 95m2
living space, Mains water &
electric. 85,000eur.(Ref 3718)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
CATALUNYA. Semi -Detached Bungalow. Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool, Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.
160,000 euros/ Tel owner
Alan
Richardson
(0034)
977270968 or 627008302
Ref Mar11
.............................................
OLD DOMENO,great location, casita of 1 bed, 1 bath,
kitchen with fantastic views.
Mains water, electric can be
connected. 40m2 built, 500m2
plot. 29,000eur (Ref 3948) Tel
962728066
.............................................
BUSINESS for sale. First
class supermarket and internet
cafe. Ideal for a couple to run.
For sale due to owners retirement. To include all stock.
60,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah
GROUND floor 3 bed. apartment with private courtyard.
Furnished.
79,000
euros
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................

OLIVA4th floor apartment,
no lift, large with 4 beds.
69,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ..........ref tscah
.............................................
MONTE PEGO, Spectacular
views, reformed apartment,
95,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA BEECH, 2 bed.
ground floor apartment with
parking. 91,000 euors Tel
962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
..............................................
LA FONT, 3 bed apt.,
good condition with private
30m2 terrace. 79,000 €. Tel
962856034 /962853510 .........
ref tscah
..............................................
OLIVA, massive reduction,
beautifully reformed 3 bed
t/house in very good area,
lovely terrace 110,000 € Tel
962856034
/962853510.ref
tscah
...............................................
NEAR OLIVA town hall,
150m2 4bed t/house, 2 terraces, sat system, good condition.
116,000 €. Tel 962856034
/962853510 .............ref tscah
.............................................
ONTINYENT
TOWN
HOUSE, 280 m square partly
reformed, mortgage availble
to transfer 130,000 euros. Tel
618329511
..............................................
ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah,
10,000m2 plot. Landscaped
gardens, filtered pool. On two
levels, 6 bedroom 2 Bathroom,
2 kitchens 2x lounge valued at 475,000 –asking Price
320,000€ must be seen Tel
618329511
..............................................
RAFOL DE SALEM, stunning 3bed t/house, terrace
leading from master bed, with
fabulous views of mountains.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
...............................................
FANTASTIC
BARGAIN,
Oliva Nova Golf, I bed
luxury apt. on this exclusive
development,good
rental income, 136,000€ Tel
962856034 /962853510 ....ref
tscah
...............................................
PEDRABLA house to be finished, mains water and mains
electric, 1km into the town,
lovely views, good access.
2/3 beds, bath, lounge, opened
kitchen. All materials included
in the price. Very good value.
80,000eur(Ref 4046) Tel
962728066
...............................................
..............................................

DISTRESSED Sale - 3 Bed
3 Bath DEt Fully modernised
Villa in Genoves Nr Xativa.
CH . AC and internet. Pool
and outbuilding- Bargain at
225,000€
Tel - 634153664
.............................................
XATIVA – Stone Built
Farmhouse 3 Beds 2 baths
Completely reformed. CH .
AC . All mains . ADSL. Bar .
Pool.Hot Spa. Feature gardens
289.000€ - 634153664
...............................................
VILLA to be finished in Villar del Arzobsipo, two floors,
7 beds, 2 baths. 3000m2plot,
260m2built. Deposit water,
electric has to be solar &/or
genny. 79,000eur.(Ref 3747)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
BEAUTIFUL 5 bedroomed
villa in Villar del Arzobispo,
recently reformed, spacious
lounge, kitchen with diner, one
bath, 5 double beds. Terraces,
pool. Mains utilities. Great
value. 135m2 living space,
1100m2 plot. 129,000eur.(Ref
4048) Tel 962728066
..............................................
PROPERTY with potential in Villar del Arzobsipo,
mains water and electric can
be connected. Two building
on one plot & pool. 3000m2
plot, 150m2+50m2 built.
40,000eur.(Ref 3662) Tel
962728066
.............................................
VILLARdel
Arzobispo,
4 double bed, big lounge,
kitchen, 1 bath, mains water,
solar+genny electric. Ready to
move in. 800m2 plot, 100m2
living sp. 99,950eur (Ref
3892) Tel 962728066
.............................................
VILLAR del Arzobispo, 3
double beds, poss to extend
it, 1 bath, kitchen, lounge.
Mains water, mains electric.
Outbuildings. Very good access, 5 min into the village.
110m2 living sp, 4000m2 plot.
120,000eur(Ref 4018) Tel
962728066
..............................................
OWN HOUSE VALL DE
GALLINERA 35 mins from
Oliva Beach The centrally
heated accomodation comprises of a large groundfloor
room which has potential for
more rooms and/or storeplace.
2 double bedrooms one with
annexe sitting room. Fully
fitted Kitchen, Living Room,
Breakfast Balcony and Terrace. Price 99.000 euros or
Property Exchange considered
in the chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire)For more
details and photos go to www.
thespanishpropertyshop.com
to view Or contact the owner
direct Tel Mrs Scutt on 96
6406505 ...................REF.sps

BUILDINGPLOT for sale
in a residential area in Camp
Lliria. The last one available.
Mains water connected, possible to connect mains electric. Ideal for wooden chalets.
4,600m2. 20,000eur(Ref 3505)
Tel 962728066
..............................................

RENTAL

DETACHED 6 BED VILLA
Bisquert Xativa Valencia. Ideal safe location. Pool , Garage
, Entertainment area , tennis
court. Clean and tidy throughout. Monthly Rental at only
600€ per month plus utilities.
Tel ; 634153664
............................................
MURO D ALCOY
3 bed villa with seperate accomadation, Court yard swimming pool etc. 450 euros per
month. Tel 651420067
.............................................
ONTINYENT Long term
rental villa. 4 bedrooms.
Swimming pool available
Long term only from September 650 euros per month Tel
618329511
..............................................
VILLA
GENOVES For
Rental - 3 Bed 3 Bath modern
villa , CH AC all mains services with pool - 600€ per month
Tel - 634153664
...............................................
Property adverts
20 cents per word
Email us today
advertise@thetraderonline.com

www.thewarehousespain.com

CAR AND MOTORCYCLE SPRAYER.
repair and repainting of any vehicle .20
years experience .references available.
please call for competitive quote.Tortosa
area.tel.692751488.692759276.
...............................................................

www.thetraderonline.es

See the NEW Classifieds Section online www.thetraderonline.es
When responding to an advert mention you saw it in THE TRADER please.
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SHOPPING CENTRE ALCOSSEBRE

50% off, end of season Sale
Large range of lawn bowls , clothing and
accessories now discounted

End of Season Sale ON ALL IMPORTED
U.K FURNITURE MATTRESSES & BEDS.
Large Range of Interior & Garden Furniture now in stock - Immediate delivery.

DRAPER GARDEN TOOLS

all at

Buy 10 cards for 10 €

clearance prices Pick up your FREE catalogue in store

Large range of English greetings cards
Book & Video Swap club

Winter Opening Hours
OPEN Mon 10,00 / 3.00
Tues /Wed/Thur/Fri / Sat
10.00 - 2.00 & 4.00 - 7.00

Closed
October 13th to 18th
Inclusive.
Sorry for any
inconvenience

CHRISTMAS CARDS
NOW IN
SINGLES AND PACKS

Speak personally with
your local
BT representative.
at the Centro Commercial
Tel 902733633

Centro Commercial Km 2 Carretera Alcossebre, Alcossebre

